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Foreword

T

he election environments in many countries in Asia, if not
the world, are constantly bombarded with malicious information and other scrupulous acts intended to adversely
impact the electoral process, therefore compromising the quality
and outcome of elections. With the advent of social media and its
increasing influence, these actions are amplified.
The need for trustworthy sources of information is of utmost importance to safeguard free, fair and democratic elections. The media’s role in providing news and updates that help the electorate
make informed decisions during elections is vital in this regard.
It has, however, become increasingly challenging for the media
to serve the electorate as the state of press freedom around the
world continues to decline.
The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) believes that media freedom is democratic freedom. Through this book, "Media
Reporting of Elections in Asia: Issues, Challenges and Lessons",
which gathers the experience of journalists in select Asian countries, identifies the issues and challenges they face and presents
lessons as well as best practices in navigating from the bumps
and roadblocks, ANFREL seeks to shed light on the plight of journalists in covering elections.
ANFREL hopes this book serves as a resource for journalists covering elections to find common ground and inspiration from the
experiences of their peers in the different parts of Asia. We also
hope this book serves as a tool for working against undemocratic
laws curbing free expression and press freedom.
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Introduction

W

hen the late dictator Ferdinand Marcos placed the Philippines under martial law in 1972, one of the first orders of business was to shut down the critical media.
A classic move from the playbook of many authoritarian regimes
around the world, cutting people’s access to vital information enables these regimes to control the narrative, blinding people from
the truth.
This holds true until today.
The media as sources of information and monitors of power
against abuses and corruption could never be stated enough. It
has been observed, time and again, how a functioning free press
could hold power to account, yet the media continue to face issues
and challenges that hamper their ability to perform their duties in
society, therefore undermining the value of a fully informed citizenry.
Paris-based media group Reporters Without Borders (RSF) said
in their 2021 Press Freedom Index report that out of the 180
countries surveyed, journalism has been “totally blocked” or “seriously impeded” in 73 countries and “constrained” in 59 other
countries.1

According to their global indicator, media freedom worldwide is
0.3% lower in 2021 but it has deteriorated by 12% since the indicator was created in 2013. In the Asia-Pacific region, RSF said the
“censorship virus” has spread beyond China and that the "region's

1 https://rsf.org/en/2021-world-press-freedom-index-journalism-vaccine-againstdisinformation-blocked-more-130-countries
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authoritarian regimes have used the COVID-19 pandemic to perfect their methods of totalitarian control of information."2
This also reflects the decline in the general freedoms globally.
For the 15th consecutive year, countries experienceing deteriation
outnumbered those with improvements. The last year displayed
"the largest margin recorded since the negative trend began in
2006," said the US-based think tank Freedom House in their 2021
Freedom in the World report.3
Freedom House identifies whether countries are free, partly free,
or not free, based on the assessment of political rights and civil
liberties. Among them are a country’s electoral process, people's
participation in them as well as levels of press freedom and exercise of fundamental human rights.4
In a world where democratic values and norms are regressing, the
need for factual information and independent monitors like the
media is at its peak especially in democratic processes such as
elections.
The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) recognizes the
vital role of the media during elections and that in order to ensure
that elections are free and fair, the critical participation of electoral stakeholders, including the media, is important.

2 https://rsf.org/en/rsf-2021-index-censorship-and-disinformation-virus-hits-asia-pacific
3

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2021/democracy-under-siege

4 https://freedomhouse.org/reports/freedom-world/freedom-world-research-methodology
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Among the indicators of democratic elections identified by multiple stakeholders during the second Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum, held in 2015 is the fair election coverage of the media
where they are able to freely cover campaigns and other election
activities as well as provide an impartial programming, reporting
on, and covering of all phases of the electoral process.5
The media as sources of information help the electorate make informed choices in the voting booth, monitor the electoral process
from possible irregularities and misdeeds, and hold those elected
into office accountable for their actions and promises made during the elections.
ANFREL seeks to emphasize the media and the important role
they play in elections through our book “Media Reporting of Elections in Asia: Issues, Challenges and Lessons.”
This book gathers the experience of journalists in select countries
in Asia on how different aspects of elections are being covered. It
identifies the issues and challenges the media face in the course
of their reporting as well as the lessons and possible best practices to overcome those issues and challenges.
The experiences covered in this book are from Cambodia, Hong
Kong, India, Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Sri Lanka.
While it may be limited in scope, ANFREL hopes that the experiences from these countries shed light into the plight of journalists
and media workers and the role they play in strengthening and
protecting democracy as well as provide recommendations into
enriching media’s coverage of elections, democracy, and human
rights in Asia.

5 https://anfrel.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/2015-Dili-Indicators-of-Democratic-Elections.pdf
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COVID-19 pandemic
Like in Indonesia and Myanmar, where elections were held amid
the COVID-19 pandemic, restrictions imposed to curb the further
spread of the virus, if not the direct threat to health and safety
brought by the virus itself, proved to be challenging for the media.
COVID-19 is the disease caused by the new coronavirus called
SARS-CoV-26. Early last year, the World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic after which states
around the world imposed restrictions to curb the further spread
of the virus. As of April 2021, more than 140 million cases have
been confirmed. Three million people have died due to COVID-19.7
Indonesia has one of the highest numbers of confirmed cases
of infections in Southeast Asia. The country’s regional elections
were originally scheduled for August 28, 2020 but were postponed
to December 9, 2020.
Journalists braved through the threat to their safety and well-being in an environment that saw election commissioners and field
staff as well as candidates infected by the virus during the election period. ("Indonesia: Covering local elections while battling
with the pandemic", page 17)
Several media outlets were also affected by the economic impact
of the pandemic where many newsrooms tightened their budgets
leading to layoffs and pay cuts. Some had to rely on ad placements
from local governments to stay afloat, which raised possible conflicts of interest with some officials running as candidates in the
elections.

6 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/questionand-answers-hub/q-a-detail/coronavirus-disease-covid-19
7

https://covid19.who.int/
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Myanmar’s General Elections in November 2020 also coincided
with the second wave of infections in the country, which led to
limited election campaigns and other activities due the restrictions in place. Logistical challenges were encountered with certain regulations imposed on freedom of movement as border
restrictions between states and regions were imposed, among
others. ("Myanmar media in the time of pandemic, election and
coup", page 33)
The Myanmar Press Council (MPC) formed under the News Media Law that serves as a bridge between the media community
and the government, has been engaging with the Union Election
Commission (UEC) and other related agencies to communicate
the challenges journalists face in covering elections. MPC and the
UEC collaborated in writing and distributing an election guidebook that highlights the practice of ethical journalism and election laws and regulations in the country as a guide for journalists. Myanmar journalists, despite the pandemic, have also been
preparing through capacity building activities and workshops on
election reporting.
Much has changed in the ever-growing media landscape in Myanmar since it embarked on a democratic transition yet the events
that transpired after the 2020 polls are bound to retreat the gains
achieved not just in the media but also in the state of Myanmar’s
democracy as a whole.
Political environment
However, long-standing as well as emerging threats to the media and their function in society affect how elections are covered
in countries like Hong Kong, Cambodia and Myanmar. China’s
tightening grip into Hong Kong after the series of protests which
translated into the success of the pro-democracy movement in
the 2019 District Council Elections is bringing the territory further
under Beijing’s total control. ("Hong Kong: 'Red Lines' and 'No-Go

10
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Areas:' Learning to cope with fear in the shadow of the National
Security Law", page 55)
The September 2020 Legislative Council Elections were postponed supposedly because of the COVID-19 pandemic yet along
the way, a National Security Law (NSL) was enacted which has led
to the mass arrest of pro-democracy leaders and activists. Among
them is pro-democracy media entrepreneur Jimmy Lai of Apple
Daily who was charged with collusion with foreign powers under
the NSL.
Sweeping changes to the electoral system of Hong Kong are also
being introduced which could further limit the participation of
pro-democracy groups and increase the control of China over the
governance in Hong Kong.
Along with the changing political landscape is the decline in the
level of press freedom in Hong Kong. Journalists are increasingly
experiencing verbal and/or physical abuses when covering public events like protests, access to important public records which
could uncover vote rigging, corruption, and other wrongdoings
has been limited and some foreign correspondents and freelance
journalists whose work were deemed by authorities as “hostile”
and “biased” have been denied working visas, among many other
instances.
Cambodia, meanwhile, remains virtually a one-party regime even
with several parties contesting the elections after the dissolution
of the Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP) in 2017 and the
ban of its party members from competing in the elections.
Prior to the 2018 election, a crackdown on critical media was unleashed which led to the suspension of licenses of more than a
dozen independent radio stations, the closure of newspaper Cambodia Daily and eventual selling of the Phnom Penh Post to a
businessman with ties to the Cambodian government, leaving the
Cambodian electorate wanting critical and independent reporting
11
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from the media. ("Covering Cambodia's elections amid threats",
page 77)
The country’s state of press freedom has since been declining as
seen in the coverage of the 2018 elections where reporters were
closely monitored, intimidating news sources from speaking freely, veiled threats from government officials for reports that the authorities deem may undermine the trust in the elections, and the
heavy practice of self-censorship.
Cambodia is set to hold commune elections in 2022 and national
elections in 2023. Some journalists fear facing legal threats aimed
at curtailing attempts at critical reporting of the elections.
Only just recently, the fragile democratic transition in Myanmar
has burst when the military or the Tatmadaw, staged a coup on
February 1, 2021, only a few months after the 2020 General Elections. The Tatmadaw alleged that electoral fraud occurred, placing
the country under a state of emergency.
Election observers have said that despite the shortcomings in the
electoral legal framework and the administration of the elections,
the "results of the elections were credible and reflected the will of
the majority of voters."8
The people of Myanmar continue to resist the Tatmadaw’s seizure of power from the civilian government and demand the restoration of democracy in the country. Protest actions have been
met with unrestrained violence from the armed forces, resulting
in hundreds being killed and thousands more arrested since the
coup. ("Deteriorating free expression under the Myanmar military
and the efforts to push back", page 91)
The media have not been spared as a number of independent media have since been ordered closed, newspapers went out of print,

8 https://anfrel.org/joint-statement-domestic-election-observer-groups-say-2020myanmar-polls-results-credible-call-support-for-peaceful-power-transition/
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and many journalists arrested for covering the protests. Despite
the shrinking space for the delivery of much needed information
and the increasing risks in the performance of their duties, the
media continue to report on what is happening in Myanmar.
The growing movement against the military rule in Myanmar has
utterly rejected the Tatmadaw’s insistence of holding fresh elections after a certain period of time, promising to hand over power
to whoever wins those elections. If at all such an event occurs, the
current situation suggests an environment not conducive to free
and fair elections where fundamental freedoms are curtailed and
independent sources of information are muzzled.
Trust in media
The media as an institution is not infallible, however, the declining public trust on the media sets an alarm as to whether the media can still be reliable sources of information especially in the
digital age. People have observed ethical and professional shortcomings from the media that adversely affect the perception of
the public they serve.
The media as reliable sources of fair and balanced reporting are
particularly important during highly political undertakings such
as elections. Bias, factual errors and corruption in the media are
some of the pitfalls that journalists have to navigate away from as
these could adversely affect the information landscape and election environment.
In Sri Lanka, the media during elections have been observed to
provide most of its attention to the two main political parties, leaving independent candidates and those from other parties sharing
what’s little left to put their messages across. (“Fair and Balanced
Election Coverage: The Sri Lankan Perspective”, page 115)
The Election Commission of Sri Lanka is empowered under the
constitution to ensure fair and balanced reporting of the media
during elections, which it does through the issuance of media
13
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guidelines. While the Sri Lankan media has made significant
strides in improving professional and ethical practice of journalism, the adherence and subscription of the media as well as the
effective implementation of such guidelines are yet to be seen.
In India, there is also a declining public trust in the media due to
bias, sensationalism and corruption and yet the need for a media
that will inform the public about matters that could help assess
the overall health of democracy in the country is needed now
more than ever. (“Role of media in monitoring the health of democracy in India: Best practices and challenges”, page 129)
The The Economist's Economic Intelligence Unit has classified
India as a “flawed democracy,” with Freedom House classifying
the country as “partly free” in another index. Indians believe that
elections in the country are fair to varying degrees and have been
satisfied with their elected officials and yet many of them believe
that elected officials are either “very corrupt” or “somewhat corrupt” with only a few believing that they aren’t corrupt.
The watchdog function of the media remains one of their most
important tasks to work as a barometer and try to monitor the
health of democracy through the critical reporting of the elected government and hold erring officials accountable for their actions and misdeeds. Yet it has been increasingly challenging for
the media in India due to the attacks and threats they encounter.
Press freedom is a fundamental component for the media to fully
function and perform the duties expected of them in society.
Digging deeper
The need for the media to take on its watchdog role is essential
in a world where democratic norms and values are challenged.
While regular reporting keeps the public informed about current
affairs of the country, in-depth reporting of government functions
and transactions, among others, that are of high public interest
help provide a more critical understanding of issues and hopefully foster a better-engaged citizenry.
14
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In the Philippines, campaign finance reporting as well as assets
disclosure of public officials have been used as tools in investigating issues of conflict of interest, graft and corruption. The continuous monitoring of elected public officials is part and parcel of
election reporting. ("Covering campaign finance: The Philippine
experience", page 147)
Access to such documents, however, has been getting harder for
the media in the Philippines as some agencies have decided to redact certain entries due to privacy concerns while some agencies
are more secretive than others.
The Philippines has one of the most robust media communities
around the world but is also one of the most vulnerable to threats
and attacks. The country does not have a freedom of information
law although the right to information is enshrined in the bill of
rights under its constitution.
The collaboration among the media, civil society groups, and the
government in improving assessment and public disclosure of campaign spending is a bright spot that could be studied and emulated.
Informed electorate
Media reporting of elections amid the regression of democratic
norms and values has become increasingly challenging yet the
need to protect and uphold the people’s right to know is important.
The slogan of the Washington Post, which has its roots from a
court ruling in the US, sums up the struggle the world is facing
today and the important role of institutions like the media play
under such circumstances: "Democracy dies in darkness."
The more the people are further from the truth, farther from the
light, the less they know, the less control they have over their
lives, the more authoritarian regimes take the reins where human
rights are undermined and curtailed.
Being informed should not be a choice, it is a duty.
15

Indonesia

Covering local
elections while
battling with the
pandemic
By Ratna Ariyanti

I

t was Saturday afternoon, September 26, 2020. Kurniawan, a senior reporter of Solopos, a leading local
media in Solo, Central Java, left his house to cover
the launch of a virtual campaign box in the city. Kurniawan, who, like many Indonesians, go with a single
name, wore his mask and ensured that he brought a
hand sanitizer. Since the beginning of the pandemic
in March 2020, he has reduced the number of working
hours on the field and relied more on phone calls to
contact his sources. That day was the exception. The
virtual campaign box was launched by Gibran Rakabuming Raka, the eldest son of Indonesian President
Joko Widodo, who also ran in the 2020 Surakarta mayoral elections. Widodo himself was Surakarta mayor
in 2005. In journalism, a prominent name makes news.
Gibran’s political associations has placed Solo in the
spotlight. For journalists, it means the team must continue covering Gibran’s strategy in the race.
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“The pandemic has changed the way candidates reached out to the
voters. Gibran and his team decided to use what they called the virtual campaign box. I needed to be at the location to take photos and saw
how the campaign was ran,” Kurniawan said. The virtual campaign
box had a 49-inch television screen, notebook, speaker, microphone,
and an internal modem. Four wheels at the bottom of the box helped
the operator to drag it while the campaign team walked through a
neighborhood. Regular citizens can interact with Gibran who was
meters away, at the base of his campaign team, through this virtual
campaign box. In one of the conversations, a citizen had asked Gibran
to stop the flood, particularly during the rainy season. Gibran also delivered his other promises and highlighted his plans for economic recovery after the pandemic.
While Gibran met virtually with the voters, Kurniawan was busy taking photos. On the field, he maintained a safe distance with others,
including when he interviewed the head of the neighborhood’s unit to
get their responses on the new style of campaigning. Shortly after the
campaign ended, journalists gathered in front of the virtual campaign
box, ready with their questions for Gibran, and the interview ran without a face-to-face meeting.
Last year marked 15 years of Kurniawan’s journey as a reporter. He
started work with Solopos as an intern in 2005. He had few different
roles, including covering local issues in different cities near Solo,
before being assigned to cover politics in December 2018. For him,
2020 was the toughest year in his career. Soon after the pandemic hit
the country, Kurniawan needed to balance between personal safety
and the demand for photos and quotes from sources. The first few
weeks in March, he only worked from home. “We called sources via
WhatsApp or video calls. Sources also sent us the photos to accompany the stories. There was no pressure from the newsroom to send us
to the field. We needed time to prepare on how we were going to adapt
with the new working style,” Kurniawan recalled his experience. Solopos’ newsroom responded quickly. They provided masks, hand sanitizers, and plastic gloves for the staff. Later, the office also started to
distribute vitamins.
18
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Gibran Rakabuming Raka (right), the eldest son of President Joko Widodo, rides a bike on
his way to the General Elections Commission’s office to register for the mayoral race in Solo,
Central Java on Friday, September 4, 2020. Gibran is accompanied by his deputy Teguh
Prakosa (left).

Even though working from home is the best way to avoid the spread
of COVID-19, Kurniawan decided that he did not want to lose the momentum of covering the local election. “I remember vividly the first
time I went to cover the meeting held by the General Elections Commission (KPU), I was anxious. I prayed so God will protect me when I
was not at home,” Kurniawan added. He felt calm when he knew that
everyone in the field also implemented safety protocols such as wearing masks and maintaining their distances. He once was trapped in
the crowd when he covered Gibran and his wife casting their votes at
the polling station. Fortunately, officers in the polling station urged
everyone to stay apart.
Although he found the rhythm on the new way of working, he missed
the old days. “Covering politics and elections is more than just you
coming to the field, talking with sources, and writing stories. In order
to find the context and enrich your knowledge, you also need to find
19
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background stories. It was usually easier when we can talk and gather with sources in person, particularly in Solo when everyone spent
hours of their time in angkringan -a push cart selling various foods,”
Kurniawan said.
From Solo, Central Java to around 2,300 km to Medan in North Sumatra, the third-largest city after Jakarta and Surabaya is Riri P. Putri, a female reporter who joined journalism less than a year after she
graduated from the public local university in Medan. Riri has an essential role in KabarMedan as an assignments editor. Established in
August 1, 2012, KabarMedan was initiated by a senior journalist and
has emerged as a trusted source of news in Medan and surrounding
areas. As a new media outlet, KabarMedan opens its door to young
journalists such as Riri.
“I am passionate about journalism and politics since I was still an
undergraduate. Therefore, I knew that joining journalism was on
my table when I finished my degree. Even though I got offers from
different news outlets, I decided to choose KabarMedan since it
maintains its independence and practices good quality of journalism,” Riri said.
Her role as an assignment editor does not mean she only works
behind the desk. In the middle of the pandemic, she also had to
cover stories on the local elections from the field. On a few occasions, she could not avoid the crowd. One incident involved the
presence of President Joko Widodo’s son-in-law Bobby Nasution at
a KPU event to determine serial numbers, as one of two candidates
in the Medan mayoral race. Riri remembered it was difficult for
her to maintain physical distance, particularly when the journalists tried to take photos of the candidates and, when she covered
the violations reported by candidates to the Elections Supervisory
Agency. “There were times when it was difficult for me to keep a
safe distance since there were many journalists. I know it was too
risky but at the same time, I also wanted to hear the quotes from
the sources,” Riri said.
20
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Knowing that the situation on the field is not always safe for reporters, KabarMedan has decided to do more news gathering using phone
or doing fact-checking from the facts mentioned by the candidates
during their campaign or debates.
Braces for local elections
Various phases of local elections began on August 28, 2020, with the
registration for candidates of the local leaders. Campaigns were carried out from September 26 to December 5 while voting was held on
December 9, 2020. Subsequently, votes were tallied from December 9
to December 15, 2020. In total, there were nine gubernatorial elections,
37 mayoral elections, and 224 regency elections. The voter turnout in
the local elections at 77.55% was higher than the voter turnout in the
2018 local elections at 74.92%.
The local elections were held amid increasing COVID-19 numbers,
with 5,292 cases recorded on Dec 8, a day before polling day. The figure
at the time increased Indonesia's total coronavirus infection numbers
to 586,842. There were also 133 deaths on the same day which raised
Indonesia's death toll to 18,000, the highest death toll in Asia outside
India.
21
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Khoirunnisa Nur Agustyati, executive director of elections watchdog the Association for Elections and Democracy (Perludem), said
a major factor that boosted the participation of voters was the
massive advertisements and socialization to the public. However,
Khoirunnisa said that one of the major issues during local elections was the breach of COVID-19 protocols during all phases of
the elections, including registration of candidates, campaigns,
and voting day. There were many occasions where a large number of supporters gathered without maintaining safe distances and
COVID-19 protocols.
According to data from KPU, there were 40 commissioners who tested
positive for COVID-19. The list grew to include 336 civil servants, 47
experts who helped the elections, 36 ad-hoc members, and 26 election workers in different fields, such as security officers. The Head of
KPU South Tangerang Bambang Dwitoro passed away on December
12, 2020 after he was hospitalized due to COVID-19. On January 17, the
Head of KPU South Sumatra Kelly Mariana also died after she tested
positive for COVID-19.
22
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By the end of November 2020, there were around 60 candidates infected by COVID-19 and at least three candidates who died. In December
2020, KPU data showed there were at least 79,241 poll workers who
were reactive to rapid test, out of more than two million poll workers
for the local elections.
Perludem called to delay local elections not only because of the global
pandemic, but also Indonesia’s unpreparedness with its regulations.
“We did not ask the elections to be delayed until the pandemic is over,
no one knows when the pandemic will end. Ideally, it should be postponed to give more time for preparing the regulations so that we can
make adjustments based on current conditions to ensure the safety of
everyone,” said Khoirunnisa.
She added that early voting, for instance, can help to distribute the
crowd on voting day instead of sticking with the short opening hours
of the polling stations from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. only for one day.
Khoirunnisa also highlighted the difficulties in observing money
politics (vote buying) and the civil servants’ neutrality due to the
limitation of access and the safety of observers. “Indonesia has been
known as one of the places where money politics has been a part
of the elections. Amid a pandemic where the economy is slowing
down, there was a huge possibility that the voters might accept cash
in small amounts. Candidates might see this as an opportunity to
grab the voters’ attention,” said Khoirunnisa. Based on the Elections
Supervisory Agency data, there were at least 37 money politics cases
in 26 cities.
In addition, Khoirunnisa said the lack of regulations in monitoring the
social media campaign was also a major issue in the local elections.
It was hard to recognize whether buzzers who regularly posted about
candidates were also registered as a part of the campaign team and
whether the Elections Supervisory Agency as well as the observers
were able to monitor those social media accounts. There were also
challenges in monitoring the budget spending for advertisements in
social media.
23
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According to KPU, in total there were 6,472 social media accounts
from 665 candidates registered by the campaign teams. These included 427 social media accounts of governors and deputy governors and
6,045 regents and deputy regents. Facebook was the most popular
with 4,373 accounts, Instagram second with 1,145, followed by YouTube which reached 292 accounts.
Intensifying challenges for contributors
Since the government insisted to run the local elections, journalists
were in the position where they did not have choices except to cover
them and publish the information. While for journalists such as Kurniawan and Riri who work as full-time employees, meaning the newsrooms have taken steps to protect the media workers, COVID-19 has
also brought different challenges for freelancers or contributors. In
Indonesia, contributors get paid based on the number of stories they
submit to the newsrooms.
In Mataram, Nusa Tenggara Barat, Fitri Rachmawati worked as a contributor for two media outlets; one is a national television and another one is an online media. Fitri started her career as a journalist in
2000 when she joined a local newspaper in Bali. After acquiring some
skills, she moved to several television outlets. In 2015, she worked as a
contributor for a national television channel. To maintain her writing
skills, she decided to also work for a local online media in 2017. She
does not face any challenge dividing her time between two jobs since
she can send her multimedia reporting to the television channel and
the written version of the article will go to the online media.
In the beginning of the pandemic, creativity helped her a lot since
both newsrooms have yet to provide her with any protective equipment, such as masks or hand sanitizers. She only worked from home
for several weeks before going back to the field to cover stories, including the elections. Since the access to medical tools was also limited and unaffordable, she relied only on things that were easy to get.
“I wore plastic boots, disposable poncho, welding goggles, and shower
cap to cover my hair. All these products were available and affordable.
24
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2020 Indonesian Local Elections

Though people looked at me strangely,” Fitri said. She also made a disinfectant spray to clean her camera, bag, pens, notes, and everything
she brought to the field before entering the house to meet her husband
and three children.
She needed to protect herself since she saw violations of safety protocols during the local elections. When the four candidates registered
in the KPU, for instance, there were also hundreds of supporters who
accompanied them, and there was no physical distancing.
For Fitri, working amid the pandemic is unavoidable because she had
to earn a living. As a contributor, she does not have a monthly salary.
Her income is based on the number of stories aired and published by
the news outlets. Although some stories she produced did not man25
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age to pass the editors, Fitri considered her work during the pandemic
as having served a greater cause. “It is also about how we documented
what we have been through during the pandemic. I think it is important. Thinking about this, I was never upset if the newsrooms rejected
my stories,” Fitri added.
She remembered when she went to the hospital caring for COVID-19
patients on voting day. After she secured permission from the hospital director, she played an important role as a journalist to witness
whether the patients were granted their rights to vote. She was also
there to find out whether the voting process was secure for every staff
in the hospitals and the officers from the KPU, as well as election observers. In the special room dedicated for staff and journalists, she
could see the election process in the isolation room. “I believe it was a
very important step in democracy, therefore I really wanted to document that part,” Fitri said.
Ensuring the quality of journalism
Maintaining safety protocols while at the same time ensuring an ability to produce stories regularly during the local elections was not the
only major challenge for newsrooms. The pandemic’s impact to slow
down the economy also placed newsrooms in financial trouble. Many
newsrooms in Indonesia have decided to tighten their budget through
different ways, including cutting down the number of workers and
slashing salaries. Media outlets adopted different strategies to sustain their business. For local media, it also means securing the advertisement budget from local governments, which in some cities means
approaching the current head of the local governments, who were in
the running as candidates for their second term in office.
Hendra Nick Arthur, general secretary of the Indonesian Cyber Media
Association (AMSI) Makassar, South Sulawesi chapter, estimated the
rate between advertising revenue from the local government compared with the private sector for the local media in his area to be approximately at 80% and 20%. The amount of private sector advertising
is very low, particularly in the local area, because business entities
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Journalists gather in one local coffee shop in Denpasar, Bali to fact-check information on the
voting day on December 9, 2020. Credit photo: Indonesian Cyber Media Association (AMSI).

usually prefer to allocate their marketing budgets in national media.
With the economy ravaged by the pandemic, the source of revenue for
local media is very essential. Local elections also streamed revenue
to the media houses. Candidates needed exposure from the media to
increase their popularity and image.
Hendra said in order to maintain a good relationship with the local
government as well as candidates, media companies might set aside
their firewall. As a result, their ethics became blurry and it was difficult for media to maintain independence. “In this situation, do you
think the media can freely criticize the candidates? We can see different media preferred to publish similar press releases from various
candidates since they had advertisement contracts or other partnerships with all of the candidates or when they only covered positive
news about the candidate,” Hendra said.
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Fact-checking and good quality journalism
Although there are some concerns related to media independence, in
general the media in Indonesia are relatively non-partisan. Arif Zulkifli, a member of the Indonesian Press Council, said that his institution did not find any significant ethical breach from the newsrooms
during the campaign. The Indonesian Press Council has collaborated
with the Elections Supervisory Agency to handle reports related with
the press coverage. It was the second time for these two organizations
joining hands in managing the local elections reports. The Elections
Supervisory Agency sent the reports or complaints against the media
to the Press Council which then followed up through mediation under
the Press Law mechanism.
However, Arif acknowledged that the media did not effectively play
their role as watchdogs. It happened mainly because the media focused more on the pandemic which was, according to Arif, understandable since the number of positive cases was still increasing. Also,
the mobility of journalists was very limited since they also needed
to protect their safety. In addition to that, journalists were distracted
with the fact that the business of media was shaken by the decreasing
revenue. “In the end, media did not meet the expectation to dig deeper and produce more investigative stories such as the connection of
candidates with public officials or other parties or the source of campaign funds used by candidates,” Arif said.
Things might turn out differently if only the government had listened
to the various civil society organizations and experts that suggested
a delay in the local elections in 270 regencies and municipalities, at
least until there were new regulations which can guarantee the safety
of all parties related with the elections.
Similar concerns were also raised by Ika Ningtyas, the general secretary of Alliance of Independent Journalists (AJI) Indonesia. Having the
election in the middle of rising COVID-19 numbers has placed journalists’ lives in danger. Although AJI did not release specific guidelines
for covering the elections during the pandemic, the Alliance has re28
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Poll worker in hazmat suit assists a voter on December 9, 2020 in one of the polling station
in Banjarsari, Solo, Central Java.

ferred to the safety protocols launched in mid-March when the country was still in the early stage tackling the pandemic. There were no
data on how many journalists were tested positive of COVID-19 while
they were covering the elections.
“If only the government can be more serious. The authorities did not
listen to calls of delaying or postponing the local elections, but also
did not increase their supervision on the implementation of health
protocols on the ground. We have seen supporters and candidates, for
instance, not following physical distancing,” Ika added.
The function of the media to create informed voters was not successfully achieved. In general, majority of the news stories have just
scratched the surface without giving more space to the important topics. An example include media’s inability to fulfill their role effectively to track money politics. Voters who needed money because they
lost their jobs due to the pandemic and the candidates who needed a
shortcut to grab the attention of voters, while there were only limited
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ways to engage with citizens, were a good combination to boost money politics. “Unfortunately, journalists were not in an ideal situation
where they could investigate more on this issue. Although it was a
very crucial topic, journalists and newsrooms did not have the opportunity to reveal this problem,” Ika said.
Amid the limitations, newsrooms must find a way to tackle these
challenges during the pandemic but at the same time also still prioritize health and safety of their workers. Ika saw collaboration as the
key to maintain the role of the media. “Media can collaborate with civil society organizations such as organizations fighting to increase the
budget transparency and use their data or monitoring. At least this
can be an option since the newsrooms did not have time and resources to conduct their own investigation,” Ika said.
In addition to that, newsrooms can also work together with community media and the public. When journalists can reach the public, the
media can provide access to engage with the citizens. Voters can
send the report to the media if they have concerns related with the
elections. If one candidate disburses the money in one village, the citizens can report it to the newsrooms. Journalists will then follow up
on the information.
What is also important is the media must start to collaborate with
different newsrooms. Although in the media industry, newsrooms
compete with each other, it is important to remember that working together will strengthen resources and cut the costs. One of
the schemes of collaboration that will be helpful is the networking
between nationwide media with local media. “This cooperation is
very effective for nationwide media to follow up stories happening in the cities where they do not have local resources. They can
get help from the local media to verify and confirm the facts and
vice-versa, local media also can use the stories from nationwide
coverages,” Ika said.
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The chairman of AMSI, Wenseslaus Manggut, agrees with the idea of
collaboration. He said that AMSI has supported this concept with their
members. Starting in the presidential elections and general election
in 2019, AMSI held a fact-checking collaboration. Various newsrooms
worked together to verify statements from the candidates and publish
the verification on their outlets.
During the local elections, around 20 of AMSI chapters collaborated
to fact-check mis-and disinformation. In total, this collaboration
was followed by 72 newsrooms. Wenseslaus said fact-checking is
also important to educate the candidates, particularly the candidates in the local areas. “Before we know fact-checking, candidates
were not trained to deliver the facts. They can say something and
quote the wrong data. It was because only a few organizations or
media paid attention to double-check what they have said,” Wenseslaus added.
When the candidates realized that the fact-checking team was on
duty, they would not easily produce statements that are not based
on facts. Their statements would be recorded and if they lie, the
fact-checking team would publish the correct information. Enhancing the culture of engaging with the voters with only factual data
will help improve the quality of the elections.
Wenseslaus said there are more and more newsrooms in his organization showing interest in fact-checking. Having a fact-checking
team or producing fact-checking articles can increase the credibility of the newsrooms. Wenseslaus hopes in the future the public
can also support and contribute more in the fact-checking process.
“Fair elections are a part of democracy and we need to maintain
this. The challenges are too big to solve if we do not work together.
Collaboration will make us stronger to maintain our democracy,”
Wenseslaus said.
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Myanmar media
in the time
of pandemic,
election and coup
By Zayar Hlaing

E

lections that are free and fair are important in
a democracy. The media are equally important
in monitoring elections and it is essential that
they have access to information and freedom to report.
After the military in Myanmar finished drafting the
2008 constitution, a process which took 15 years, elections were held starting in 2010. The military generals
themselves joined in the political exercise when they
transferred to civil service, founded a political party
and dominated the 2010 elections. In 2012, the National League for Democrary (NLD), which had been an opposition party since 1990, participated in the by-elections and entered the parliament. The NLD won the
2015 general elections by a landslide and formed a
government.
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As elections are held on a five-year cycle, the 2020 elections were conducted, but coincided with the COVID-19 pandemic and the contesting political parties, independent candidates and other stakeholders
encountered challenges, chaos, limitations and power-drunk local
administrations. The pandemic weakened the media and some news
agencies even had to halt their activities.
Although the NLD won anew by a landslide in the 2020 elections, the
military staged a coup and overthrew the government, claiming voter
fraud. Elected Members of Parliament (MPs) ended up in jail instead of
the parliament. News agencies that reported the coup and anti-coup
demonstrations were shut down and journalists were arrested, jailed
and charged.
The Myanmar Press Council and the Union Election Commission of
Myanmar
The Myanmar Press Council, formed under the News Media Law enacted in 2014, serves as a bridge between the media community in
Myanmar and the government that advocates for the protection of the
rights of journalists and freedom of the press, among others.
The MPC usually holds the annual Union Election Commission
(UEC)-level ‘four pillars’ meetings at Nay Pyi Taw, and state and region-level meetings in other areas of the country. Officials from legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government discuss and
find solutions to challenges that local journalists face in their reporting.
In a regional ‘four pillars’ meeting held in Dawei, Tanintharyi Region
on February 9, 2020, the MPC arranged a meeting among the media,
the UEC and the three pillars to discuss issues related to facilitating
the journalists’ access to information. Officials from the Tanintharyi
Region Election Commission presented and explained the election
laws and regulations while the journalists presented their challenges
regarding access to information. The meeting, however, came up with
no concrete solutions.
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Temperature checks are done before voters enter the polling station during the 2020
Myanmar polls as part of the risk mitigation measures.

The UEC granted credentials to journalists that allowed them to report
only on the district level, but if they want to report on other districts’
elections, they would have to apply for new credentials in the particular district. The meeting also failed to resolve if the journalists were
permitted to use their credentials in the states and regions, which
would also reduce workloads for both the UEC and the journalists. U
Than Htay, one of the UEC members, attended the meeting.
After the MPC explained to UEC officials the work of media and discussions on election laws, rules, regulations, and media ethics, the
meeting produced an agreement to provide training to journalists
on reporting on elections in collaboration with the UEC and to organize media, information and communication workshops for the
UEC staff.
But on March 13, 2020, the first COVID-19 case was confirmed, causing the cancellation of Union-level ‘four pillars’ meetings and other
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plans due to health restrictions. Online meetings brought no concrete
results, and UEC officials, citing healthcare restrictions, refused meeting invitations.
COVID-19 and the Myanmar media
After confirming the first COVID-19 case, the government restricted
public mobility starting in April 2020. Thingyan, the country’s biggest
festival, was cancelled. Local administrations declared a 10 p.m. to 4
a.m. curfew and some townships issued stay-at-home orders.
As journalists require travelling to interview people and investigate
issues, the restrictions made it difficult to travel to townships and
meet news sources in person. Most government officials refused interviews, citing restrictions, even if journalists sought them out to ask
questions about their management of the pandemic.
News agencies had to spend more money on protective gear and other expenses such as renting vehicles for reporters rather than using
public transportation, and shifting from office to work-from-home
setup in a short time. Even in the first wave of cases, some media outlets closed down and laid off their workforces or reduced salaries.
On May 5, 2020, the MPC announced a program to support the reporters who were laid off, had reduced salaries, or were infected
or quarantined. By May 2021, the MPC said that 94 journalists lost
their jobs and 52 reporters had pay cuts. Five TV channels laid off
their staff and smaller news outlets ceased operations. There were
journalists who did not ask for support from MPC so the actual
figures of layoffs and pay cuts could be greater than the reported
numbers.
With the support of UNESCO, the MPC published on July 1, 2020 the
manual, “Guidelines for Journalists covering COVID-19: Professional Standards and Tips for Physical and Psychological Wellbeing,”
which highlights ethical and COVID-19 healthcare guidelines for
journalists.
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ANFREL, in partnership with the MPC, conducted a series of online and face-to-face training
for Myanmar journalists on election reporting.

Capacity building training for the elections
The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) discussed and signed
a memorandum of understanding with the MPC on January 21, 2020
in providing training on election reporting. ANFREL agreed to offer
one election reporting training and four election reporting thematic
trainings, but these were called off due to the pandemic. After trainings were organized in Yangon on August 1-2, 2020 when the first
wave COVID-19 outbreak was somehow contained, three more instead
of the planned four were conducted.
The second training initially organized with 19 participants in Pyin Oo
Lwin from September 3-5, 2020, pushed through even with daily cases increasing in Yangon, further restricting travel, so the training team
travelled to Pyay after the Pyin Oo Lwin training was completed. But
on the second day of the Pyay training, the driver’s wife tested positive,
prompting the trainer, ANFREL members and the rest of the passengers
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who travelled together to quarantine.
Four days later, one ANFREL staff and
a MYNFREL guest speaker were quarantined too, costing more time and expenses on the trainings.
Other media development agencies
also provided training on election
reporting. The Myanmar Journalism Institute (MJI) led nearly a dozen election reporting tranings to 150
reporters around the country with
the support of DW Akademie, Konrad
Adenauer Stiftung (KAS), Embassy of
Germany and FHI 360. U Myint Kyaw,
MJI training director, said the trainings that were supposed to be held in
different states and regions became
online since August 2020.
The Yangon Journalism School (YJS)
also opted to go online for five trainings and three workshops, and also
published and distributed the Journalism Manual of Natural Resource
Governance intended for journalists
reporting on issues that the public is
generally unaware of, such as environmental protection. Myanmar has
been suffering from environmental
destruction since the first military
coup in 1962. The manual is intended
to enable the voting public to consider
in their voting decisions the resource
management knowledge and skills of
politicians vying for elected posts.
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ANFREL also published and distributed in August 2020 the manual,
“Reporting on Elections: A Toolkit for Journalists in Myanmar,” which
is useful as a syllabus in the election reporting trainings. It is simple
and easy to understand for reporters who were not in the training, as
it also lists the contact details of election officials from union, state
and region levels and those of local and international NGOs and CSOs
that will be monitoring the elections, and the political parties.
The MPC and UEC collaborated in writing and distributing the Election Guidebook for Myanmar Journalists, the new edition of its 2014
version that highlights journalism ethics and Myanmar’s current
election laws and regulations The book also lists the contact details of
political parties and different levels of election sub-commissions. But
when reporters called these numbers, the officials reportedly did not
answer or refused to answer.
Media election accreditation and the proliferation of pseudoreporters
On September 9, the UEC notified the MPC to apply for the credentials
of the reporters at their respective district election sub-commissions
before October 23, 2020. The UEC asked for a recommendation from
news agencies and a signed commitment letter stating that reporters
will follow media ethics and election guidelines.
Crime reporters who worked as police informers and fake reporters
who worked for political party-financed news outlets also applied for
credentials. They received crime reporting publication licenses from
the State Peace and Development Council and credentials from the
Ministry of Home Affairs. Most of their stories were copied from police reports. They collect fees from illegal businesses such as gambling and logging, or expose these businesses or report them to the
police if they refused to pay. They also serve as brokers in court to
facilitate bribery. They often faced accusations and complaints for
unethically using media to blackmail others, so the MPC issued them
warnings and released statements that they were not recognized as
legitimate media.
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On October 5, 2020, seven media networks and organizations sent a
recommendation letter to the MPC to inform UEC not to give them
election reporting credentials. The UEC also requested the MPC to
review the news agencies that applied for credentials. But even before the MPC reviewed the news agencies listed and registered in the
Copyright and Registration Department to ensure that they adhered
to ethical guidelines and reported the findings to the UEC, some unethical media outlets have already received their credentials.
There were incidents on media accreditation that involved power-tripping election sub-commission officials. When the Myaelatt
Athan news agency based in the West Bago region applied for credentials to cover elections in the Pyay district on October 19, the Pyay District Election Sub-Commission chairman directed the news agency
to apply at each township within the district. Salai Kaung Myat Min,
chief-editor of Myaelatt Athan, insisted on the UEC’s approval of district-level applications, but the sub-commission chairman, a retired
military officer, refused to issue the credentials and told him to feel
free to complain to any authority. “He cursed me and even tried to
punch me,” Salai recalled.
The Myaelatt Athan and Pyay Election Sub-commission filed complaints againt each other before the MPC, but the news agency was
not given any credentials even after the MPC tried to mediate. When
a Myaelatt Athan reporter went to the polling station to take photographs in the October 2020 advanced voting, the reporter was not allowed to get in, as he/she was not accredited.
Another incident involved members of political parties who visited
polling stations using credentials issued for party-funded media. Five
members of the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) went
to the polling stations as accredited journalists of the party-funded
Union Daily Newspaper during advance voting for the elderly in Chauk
township, Magwe Region on October 19, 2020. The Chauk township’s
NLD chairman complained about the incident to the Chauk Township
Election Sub-Commission for the violation of media laws.
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These cases show that workshops and trainings to raise the understanding of the work of media, election laws, and UEC’s role did not
carry the message across, and more of these should have been organized as per the agreement between the MPC and UEC in early 2020.
The election period
The UEC-issued media accreditation allows the media to enter and report inside the polling stations without compromising the secrecy of
the voting. Those without accreditation can report on other aspects of
the elections such the campaign and rallies, errors in voter lists, and
compliance with health guidelines. The Ministry of Health and Sports
(MOHS) disallowed the assembly of not more than 30 people and in
voting places, not more than 50. When the second wave of COVID-19
hit Myanmar in early September 2020, the MOHS declared stay-athome orders in every township of Yangon, with an exception of Coco
Islands in the Andaman Sea. The government exempted businesses
such as banks, gas stations, food and drugs, but not the media.
The MPC requested the national level Central Committee on the Prevention, Control and Treatment of COVID-19 and the union ministers
of the Ministry of Information and MOHS to exclude the media from
the restrictions, citing the critical role of the professional news media
during the pandemic, but it was not granted.
On election day, some reporters were not allowed inside some polling
stations due to misunderstanding among the polling station staff, officials and reporters, despite citing media and election guidelines. The
following are the stories from journalists who reported on the elections.
“I was not allowed in the polling station but was allowed to do the live
broadcast during the ballot count.” Ko Pyae Hpone Aung of DVB, who
reported from polling stations in Seikkyi Kanaungto Township.
“Reporting went quite well on election day. Things went well from Tada-U (township) to downtown area. Polling station at the east of pal-
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ace allowed me to do live broadcast.” Maung Ta, chief editor, Mandalay
Indepth News based in Mandalay.
“Some polling station officers allowed (us to enter) but some didn’t. I
explained that I would report and broadcast news in the compound,
not in the polling station, in accordance with election and media
laws and ethical guidelines and they accepted it. Two out of three
polling stations required explanations. We were not allowed to shoot
anything during the ballot count. We could only do the shooting outside of wire fencing.” Min Htet Mone, DVB journalist, who reported in
Pathein.
“COVID-19 healthcare volunteers came to the polling station around
11 p.m., November 7, the night before the election, to cast their votes.
I was there to take photos and interview them. The vice chairman of
Hlegu township election sub-commission showed up, and told the
volunteers that the polling station was not open yet and they cannot
vote, and sent them back home. He asked me a few questions and to
delete the photos.” Ragan, reporter of Mawkun magazine, who reported in Hlegu township.
A day before the elections, the MPC announced that the media could
report anywhere in the compound without compromising the secrecy
of the voting except inside the polling station until voting is closed,
and the media can request for help from the MPC board of secretaries
if they faced any difficulties. U Kyaw Swa Min, then secretary of MPC,
said that he handled a dozen calls from journalists who encoutered
problems on election day. He said, “Most cases concerned deterring
the reporter from taking photographs in the polling station area. The
staff was confused between inside of the polling station and its compound and tried to stop (all kinds of reporting). I tried to resolve the
situation immediately and reached out to a director-general of UEC.
The calls came not only from Yangon but also from other areas.”
The following table shows reporters who contacted the MPC on election day and the resolution of each case. Most of the problems, apparently, were not resolved.
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Case

Time

Resolution

Ko Win Thet Naing, a
reporter from Ye town, was
not able to shoot photos as
reporters were not allowed
inside the polling station
compound.

6:00
am

Explained to the official
that reporters must be
allowed to enter, report
and photograph in the
compound of polling
station, citing page 56,
point 3.3 of media reporting
guidelines.

Ko Thet Naing, VOA reporter
in Sittwe, was not allowed
to enter the polling station
compound nor take photos.

6:30
am

Explained to the official
that reporters must be
allowed to enter, report
and photograph in the
compound of polling
station, citing page 56,
point 3.3 of media reporting
guidelines.

Mai Yine Ni, a reporter from
Shwe Phee Myay News
Agency, was not allowed
inside the polling staion
compound in Muse.

7:00
am

Not able to resolve the
problem

Htein Htein Lin, a reporter
covering news in military
polling stations in Pyin
Oo Lwin, was not allowed
inside the polling sttaion
compound nor take photos.

8:00
am

There were a number of
polling stations that did not
allow photo shooting.
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Case

Time

Resolution

A reporter from Min Hla,
Bago Region, was not
allowed to enter the polling
station compound.

8:15
am

Not able to resolve the
problem

A reporter from DMG in
Manaung township was
disallowed entry into the
polling station compound.

8:30
am

U Myint Kyaw, MPC jointsecretary 1, received the
case and reached out to
the person in-charge of the
polling station but they still
did not allow the reporter
to come in.

Saw Myat Tha Oo, KIC
reporter, was not allowed
inside the polling station
compound in Hpa-pya
village, Kyainseikgyi
township, Kawkareik
district

11:00
am

U Kyaw Swa Min, MPC
secretary, reached out
to U Khin Maung Oo,
director-general of UEC.
Although Khin Maung Oo
called the district and gave
instructions, the reporter
was still not allowed to
enter until the polling
station closed.

Reporters from Shwe Phee
Myay News Agency were
not allowed to enter or
take photos in the polling
station compound in Kutkai
township.

11:00
am

Reached out to UEC Nay
Pyi Taw office but the
problem was not resolved.
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Case

Time

Resolution

U Wunna Kyaw, a reporter
in Yay Phyu township,
was not allowed inside the
polling station compound
nor take photos.

8:00
am

U Tha Lun Zaung Htet, MPC
joint-secretary 1, received
the case, reached out to
Dawei district election subcommission chairman, and
resolved the problem.

Reporter Wunna Kwar Nyo
contacted for help after
reporters were not allowed
inside the polling station
compound in Kyaung Gyi
road, Sittwe.

9:10
am

Ko Tha Lun Zaung Htet
contacted the chairman
of Sittwe District election
sub-commission and
resolved the problem.

Nang Mwe Hlyan, a
Mizzima reporter, was not
allowed inside the polling
station compound in
Hsipaw township, Kyaukme
district.

7:00
am

Ko Tha Lun Zaung Htet
contacted UEC directorgeneral and the case was
resolved.

Ko Min Yan Naing, a
Newswatch reporter,
was not allowed to enter
or take photos in the
military polling stations
in Mingaladone during the
ballot count.

5:00
pm

Not able to resolve the
problem
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Case

Time

Resolution

Reporter Ko Phyo, a former
Yangon Times reporter,
was not allowed inside the
polling station nor to take
photos during the ballot
count in Thingangyun
township.

5:00
pm

Not able to resolve the
problem

Ko Hein Htet,
photojournalist, was not
allowed inside the polling
stations in Nay Pyi Taw
during the ballot count.

5:30
pm

Not able to resolve the
problem

Ko Aung Naing Soe, photo/
video journalist, was not
allowed to shoot photos or
videos of the ballot count
in the polling stations in
Pabedan township, Yangon,
and was even shouted at to
leave.

6:00
pm

Not able to resolve the
problem

Reporter Ma Htet Htet was
not allowed to enter nor
take photos during the
ballot count in the polling
stations in Thingangyun
township, Yangon.

4:50
pm

Not able to resolve the
problem

On November 11, three days after the elections, a press conference
was held at the UEC office in Nay Pyi Taw. A journalist from Myanmar Life News agency asked a polling station official about situa46
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tions where there were huge crowds in some polling stations, with
many people not wearing facemasks. The official said he was just
facilitating the voting process faster. The reporter asked about how
the UEC would take action against the polling station officials who
broke the COVID-19 health guidelines. The UEC spokesperson replied said they could press charges against the reporter who interviewed the polling station official on duty for interference against
public duty or accusation without evidence under false information acts. He also said that the question itself made no sense that
he refused to answer it.
Military intervention over election results and coup d'etat
A few weeks after the elections, the UEC released the election results
for each township. The NLD won more seats than expected. The military, however, claimed massive fraud in the voters list used in the November 8 elections as they presented voting list fraud in some townships and demanded explanation from the UEC.
On December 30, the UEC released a statement clarifying that the lists
presented by the military were not the final ones used in the November 8 elections but rather incorrect, old versions that needed correction and addition, and stated that political parties and organizations
should not make such statements that would interrupt the election
process or discredit the results. The military demanded the Second
Pyidaungsu Hluttaw to call for a special session and demanded the
president to direct the National Defense and Security Council to resolve the problem. Both demands were not accepted.
The Tatmadaw True News Information Team released a statement on
January 20, 2021 demanding that Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, the union government and the UEC to find a solution to resolve the political crisis.
The statement also mentioned that the UEC allowed the NLD to campaign and present its policies to the public while it censored other
parties in doing similar activities. The UEC used COVID-19 as an excuse and gave out different instructions related to election campaigns
and advanced voting processes to other political parties.
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The people of Myanmar hold protest actions against the military coup which seized power
from the civilian government just a few months after the 2020 polls.

On January 26, 2021, the Tatmadaw True News Information Team held
a press conference in Nay Pyi Taw concerning voter list fraud. An
Asahi Shimbun reporter raised the question, “Is it safe to assume that
Tatmadaw would not take a coup?” Brig. Gen. Zaw Min Tun, the secretary of the Information Team who later became the deputy minister
of the Ministry of Information under the State Administration Council, replied, “not really.” He continued, “Tatmadaw says nothing about
taking or not taking the control of the executive power of the State.
We can only say for sure is that we will proceed without violating the
existing laws including the constitution.”
In the early morning of February 1, 2021, internet connections were
completely cut off; mobile phones were working in the afternoons but
the internet was blocked for 24 hours. Starting in the first week of February, mobile data were blocked daily from 1 a.m. to 9 a.m.
The President, State Counsellor, and chief ministers of the states and
regions were all arrested. The acting president (vice president number 1 elected by the military) declared a state of emergency and trans48
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ferred executive, legislative and judiciary powers to the commander-in-chief. State-owned media MRTV and military-owned Myawaddy broadcasted the news. At the same time the DVB, Mizzima—which
obtained TV licenses during the term of the NLD government—and
some FM radio channels were banned without any reason.
On February 6, the MPC released a statement citing media laws, article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and article 354
of the 2008 Constitution, that media are allowed to report and cover
the news freely, and prohibiting them meant breaking the laws. As
MPC itself was a democratic and independent organization, it would
not accept any influence from any institution or individual but would
continue its work according to the media laws.
Internet connection was blocked again that noon. A Myanmar Times
article, citing spokespersons of the Ooredoo telecom operator, said
that the Ministry of Transport and Communication sent a directive to
cut the internet on weekends and blocked Facebook starting February
5. The military also tried to block Facebook, the biggest information
source in Myanmar, but local news media used several VPNs to post
news on Facebook.
From February 4, mass protests occurred across the country, blocked
by riot police. Reporters who covered the protests were followed,
questioned and warned by security forces. The local military base
warned ews agencies based in Tachileik town, eastern Shan State.
The chief editor of Tachileik News Agency had to flee as he was
charged under defamation, article 505(A) of the penal code. On February 9, the MPC distributed safety helmets, jackets and armbands
with PRESS signs to the reporters in collaboration with the International Media Support.
Nine days after the coup, a cyber-security bill was drafted and sent
to the telecom operator and licensed telecommunication companies
to provide feedback by February 15, 2021. The news media, including
over 150 CSOs, released a statement on February 11 that the bill was
illegal as it was not drafted by a democratically elected government.
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Legal experts said that they were surprised to see that the cyber security bill, which contained 76 articles, was drafted in nine days but
found nothing that would protect the public.
In a February 13 statement, the MPC said the bill should not be passed
since it would deter not only freedom of expression, personal information and security of the public but also freedom of media reporting
and broadcasting.
The United States Trade Representative and European Free Trade Association of Myanmar stated on February 15 that the bill would deter
the flow of information, personal security and foreign investments.
The Union of Myanmar Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry said the bill contained controls, demands and limitations that
would be difficult for businesses to follow.
The State Administration Council (SAC) amended the Electronic
Transaction Law on February 16, which was passed by former Sen.
Gen. Than Shwe in 2004, and was used to imprison activists and journalists during the 2008 Saffron Revolution. The newly amended law
included codes punishable for up to seven years’ imprisonment in addition to a fine of five to 50 million Myanmar kyats.
An Irrawaddy news article quoting High Court lawyer Daw Hinin Htnin said the law also applies to media and would affect citizens’ freedom of expression, and could even sue the media for writing about
individuals without consent. She said that people can be charged with
using applications like Facebook, Messenger, Twitter, Instagram and
Viber to access information.
In the MPC emergency meeting on February 17, a dozen council
members resigned. One of them, U Kyaw Zwa Min, MPC secretary,
said, “MPC performs its duties independently and never accepts
anybody’s influence. I resign because I think that, under the current situations, it would be difficult to protect the freedom of journalists.” The rest of the council members also resigned in the next
days, only the vice-chairman 1 and treasurer remained until February 20.
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Protesters pay tribute to the fallen heroes.

On February 26, Ma Kay Zun Nway of Myanmar Now, Ko Thein Zaw
of Associated Press, and Ko Ye Myo Khant of Myanmar Pressphoto
Agency, were detained by the police while they were taking photos
of demonstrators at Myay Ni Gone, Yangon. The reporters were sent
to Insein prison and charged with panel code 505 A. On March 3, a
reporter from DVB was beaten up and arrested by the police while he
was reporting on a strike near the clock tower of Pyay, Bago Region.
His family has not seen him until today.
On March 8, the SAC banned the publication licenses of DVB, Mizzima, 7Day, Myanmar Now and Khit Thit media. That morning, a military contingent raided the Myanmar Now office in Pabedan township,
Yangon. No one was arrested as no journalists were present. In the
evening, they raided the Mizzima office in StarCity estate, Thanlyin
township. When they found no one, they confiscated some of the computers and vandalized the office. Mizzima later said they moved their
office since the coup. That same day, the Voice journal announced
that, “under the current situations, the Voice halts its publications
starting from March 8, 2021.”
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On March 9, the military raided the Kamayut media office in Hledan,
Yangon, arrested chief editor U Nathan Maung and co-founder U
Hanthar Nyein, and vandalized the office. Their whereabouts are unknown.
On March 10, the Eleven Media Group announced that it would temporarily cease circulating its daily newspaper. Daily newspapers published by private media were barely surviving under the pandemic.
The Standard Time was the only daily still circulating. Private-owned
newspapers that were permitted to publish since April 1, 2013 all
ceased operations on March 17, or 45 days after the coup and two
weeks before the commemoration of the eighth year of media freedom.
From March 15, internet mobile data was blocked, creating difficulties
to reporters on the ground. They tried to use data roaming via Thai
SIM card but it was very expensive.
On March 19, Ko Aung Thura, BBC reporter, and Ko Than Htike Aung,
former Mizzima reporter, who were reporting on NLD patron U Win
Htein at the Dekkhina Thiri district court, Nay Pyi Taw, were seized
by intelligence men in plainclothes and dragged into a car. Their
families could not make any contact and their whereabouts are still
unknown.
As this article was being written on March 21, 2021, the SAC has so
far detained over 40 journalists; some were released but 20 remain in
prison; 11 among them were charged with defamation panel code 505
A, and the whereabouts of four remain unknown.
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Conclusion
Since the 2020 general elections were held during the pandemic, journalists and media outlets suffered the impact of COVID-19 but they innovated methods to report under health restrictions. Journalists used
digital platforms more frequently during the pre-election period. They
became familiar with using new technologies such as Zoom, Google
Meet, and Microsoft Teams and created opportunities for people from
different parts of the country to participate.
Some progress was made in the 10 years of democratization attempts
since the 2010 general elections, which were enabled by the 2008 constitution. There was progress in freedom of expression for people who
lived in fear for nearly half a century as well as for the media. The
notorious censorship board was disbanded on August 20, 2012 and
private-owned daily newspapers were allowed to circulate.
However, due to the obstinate political elite and the military’s intervention in politics for its own interests, Myanmar faced a military
coup again post-elections. All the opportunities gained in 10 years
disappeared in a matter of days. Myanmar saw military coups in 1962
and 1988. These were instigated due to the political upheavals across
the country. This time in 2021, however, the military staged a coup
as it did not want to concede to the election results and their actions
caused unrest all over the country.
Although elections are part of a democracy, holding elections cannot
always bring democracy for the country. The 2020 general elections
in Myanmar serve as proof.
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Hong Kong

‘Red Lines’ and ‘No-Go Areas:’

Learning to cope
with fear in the
shadow of the
National Security
Law

By Kenneth Chan and Audrey Lo,
Comparative Governance and Policy Research
Centre, Hong Kong Election Observation Project,
Department of Government & International
Studies, Hong Kong Baptist University

E

lections are considered democratic and free
when they fulfil four basic attributes: they are
inclusive, clean, competitive, and constitute
the means of access to public offices through periodic
elections. In every democracy, a free press and an independent election observation work side-by-side to
gather evidence throughout the electoral cycle and to
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gauge the level of electoral integrity. A free press is instrumental for
maintaining a level-playing field wherein all stakeholders, candidates
and voters are entitled to equal access to the media and to information that matter.
For their part, election observers gather evidence on how well the media environment fulfils a range of standards including, but not limited to, providing balanced and accurate reports on the performance
of incumbents and their challengers, a platform for debate, and fair
access to political broadcasts and advertising. They allow candidates
to communicate with the electorate, report on the campaigns, inform
voters on how to exercise their rights, monitor the process and expose
wrongdoings, including election-day proceedings, and report the results to the public.
The Electoral Integrity Project (EIP) has discovered that “the greater
the degree of media independence… the higher the level of electoral integrity. In contrast, suppression of independent journalism… is
associated with worse quality elections.”9 Specifically, “claims of misconduct and fraud, or calls for electoral reform put forward by political parties, minority groups, or civil society observers, will come to
the attention of larger audiences only if news media play the role in
a fair and balanced way.”10 Founded in 2012 as an independent academic project, the EIP has compared elections worldwide to explain
how elections meet international standards of electoral integrity, and
what can be done when they fail.11
In Hong Kong where media independence and professional journalism have laid the foundations of the Fourth Estate over decades, the
crackdown on the anti-government protests throughout 2019 and
the subsequent introduction of the National Security Law (NSL) by

9

Pippa Norris, Why Elections Fail? New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015, p. 127.

10 Alessandro Nai, “The Fourth Estate,” in Pippa Norris and Alessandro Nai (eds), Election
Watchdogs. Transparency, Accountability and Integrity. New York: Oxford University Press,
2017, p. 191.
11

https://www.electoralintegrityproject.com/
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Beijing in July 2020 have resulted in an increasingly precarious environment.
Nowadays, police operations constitute the major threat to press freedom. As many as 65% of the journalists said they experienced verbal
and/or physical abuses when covering public events.12 The worst incident concerned an Indonesian journalist whose right eye was blinded by a police projectile. Meanwhile, COVID-19 has presented new
challenges to press freedom as the government has imposed strict
lockdowns and used emergency powers to restrict the exercise of free
speech and peaceful assembly.
According to Reporters without Borders Press Freedom Index, Hong
Kong ranked 80th out of 180 countries or regions in 2020 that experienced a sharp fall from 58th since 201313. The local press freedom
indices mirror the worrying trend. The Hong Kong Journalist Association’s (HKJA) Press Freedom Index has shown that local journalists’
assessments about press freedom have been more negative than the
general public, highlighting that the decline was “the sharpest since
the survey was launched in 2013.” 14 (Table 1)
One may question whether the survey findings can offer a reliable
and accurate reading of the state of press freedom and media independence. In our view, the data do matter in a city where the people
are accustomed to the media as watchdogs guarding public interest,

12 ‘Hong Kong Press Freedom Index Hits Record Low: police obstruct news activities
using violence viewed as the major reason in decline’. Hong Kong Journalist Association,
11 May, 2020. https://www.hkja.org.hk/en/press-release/hong-kong-press-freedom-indexhits-record-low-police-obstruct-news-activities-using-violence-viewed-as-the-major-reason-in-decline/
13 Reporters Without Boarders (RSF). 2020. Hong Kong government adopts accreditation
policy that discriminates independent media and freelance journalists. https://rsf.org/en/
node/46250
14 ‘Hong Kong Press Freedom Index Hits Record Low: police obstruct news activities
using violence viewed as the major reason in decline’. Hong Kong Journalist Association,
11 May, 2020. https://www.hkja.org.hk/en/press-release/hong-kong-press-freedom-indexhits-record-low-police-obstruct-news-activities-using-violence-viewed-as-the-major-reason-in-decline/, The Hong Kong Journalists Association. 2019: Redline Stifles Freedoms.
2020.
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Table 1. Hong Kong Journalist Association Press Freedom Index,
2013-2019

highlighting problems of common concern, ensuring citizens’ right
to full and impartial information, and giving a plurality of viewpoints
to be heard through fair reporting and investigative journalism. By
extension, perceptions of electoral integrity are formed in the public
domain thanks to the work of mass media and scholarly research.
In contrast, what the NSL represents is something quite alien to the
fundamental way of life in the city. The law was imposed on Hong
Kong by Beijing, effectively bypassing the local legislative procedures.
Resembling the Chinese socialist legal doctrines, formerly legal and
permissible acts and speeches are criminalized in the name of national security. Hefty sentences, with maximum penalty being life imprisonment, is only the tip of the iceberg of this draconian set of laws.
Authorities identify slogans and signs critical of the government as
“subversive.” The newly established Office for Safeguarding National
Security of the Central People’s Government now operates outside the
purview of the local laws, while the NSL empowers the authorities to
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inject a heavy dose of national security awareness in society through
schools, universities, social organizations, the media and the internet15.
Press freedom’s swan song?
Hong Kong officials used to say a “free press has always been one of
our core values.” Nowadays, the same officials’ line becomes “journalists cannot ask for privileges” or “there is no such thing as unfettered
freedom.”16 As Hong Kong has entered the NSL era, conspicuous actions have been employed to effectuate chilling effects, such as the
denial of working visas for foreign correspondents and freelance journalists whose work are regarded by authorities as “hostile,” “unfriendly” or “biased.”
In August 2020, Irish journalist Aaron McNicholas was denied a visa
to Hong Kong to take up the editorship of Hong Kong Free Press.17 It
is no coincidence for the New York Times to relocate a portion of its
staff two weeks after the enactment of NSL.18
One cannot help but think that national security authorities in Hong
Kong are keen on making an example of the arrest of Jimmy Lai, a
renowned pro-democracy media entrepreneur, for violating the NSL,
and the raid of his Apple Daily for evidence of subversion, collusion

15 Clift, Brendan. “Hong Kong’s Made-in-China National Security Law: Upending the Legal
Order for the Sake of Law and Order.” Australian Journal of Asian Law, vol. 21, no. 1, 2020,
pp. 1–23.
16 ‘Hong Kong judiciary says courts will withhold details on defendants and police from
reporters, day after city’s leader warned against ‘weaponisation’ of personal information’.
South China Morning Post, 31 March 2021. https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/lawand-crime/article/3127843/hong-kong-judiciary-says-courts-will-withhold-details
17 ‘Hong Kong Immigration Dep’t refuses to explain months-long work visa delays for
journalists.’ Hong Kong Free Press, 7 August 2020. https://hongkongfp.com/2020/08/07/
hong-kong-immigration-dept-refuses-to-explain-months-long-work-visa-delays-for-journalists/
18 ‘New York Times to move a third of Hong Kong staff to Seoul, citing security law and
visa trouble.’ Hong Kong Free Press, 15 July 2020. https://hongkongfp.com/2020/07/15/
new-york-times-to-move-a-third-of-hong-kong-staff-to-seoul-citing-security-law-andvisa-trouble/
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Jimmy Lai’s arrest and subsequent raid on Apple Daily Headquarter - August 11, 2020.
Photo by Apple Daily

with foreign powers, as well as his financial and political influence
over what the regime regards as subversive or separatist groupings.19 Police has cited Lai’s use of Facebook and Twitter as circumstantial evidence in the decision to charge him with collusion with
foreign powers under the NSL.20 It should be noted that while Apple
Daily has long been one of the most successful newspapers in circulation and subscription, it has generated lesser income through
advertisements by clients of the private sector fearful of offending
the authorities.

19 ‘Over 100 police officers raid office of Hong Kong pro-democracy newspaper Apple
Daily.’ Hong Kong Free Press, 10 August 2020. https://hongkongfp.com/2020/08/10/scoresof-police-raid-office-of-hong-kong-pro-democracy-newspaper-apple-daily/
20 ‘Citing tweets and op-eds, Hong Kong police charges media tycoon Jimmy Lai with
foreign collusion: He could face life in prison.’ Global Voices, 15 December 2020. https://
globalvoices.org/2020/12/15/citing-tweets-and-op-eds-hong-kong-police-charges-mediatycoon-jimmy-lai-with-foreign-collusion/
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Strong competition among more than a dozen of media outlets
in Hong Kong is more apparent than real because only a few of
them are not controlled by pro-government, pro-Beijing business elites. 21, 22 The relations between the state and the capital
have subtle implications for the media’s day-to-day operations.
Acquisition of ownership and co-optation of media have arguably weakened the foundations of media independence; changes
of directors/management have become especially evident after
the social movements in 2014 and 2019. That said, in contrast
to mainland China where state-sanctioned censorship is the order the day, the level of press freedom in Hong Kong is decided
by the interplay of the display of professionalism and the necessary evil of self-censorship at both corporate and individual
levels. 23, 24
In August 2020, the staff of i-Cable TV Channel resigned in protest
against the management’s decision to replace several executives and
the news director with persons perceived as more willing to work with
the authorities.25,26 A young journalist who chose to remain anonymous has revealed to us the internal dynamics of the newsroom after
a change of ownership:

21 Chan, Joseph M. “Media and Politics in Post-Handover Hong Kong.” China Perspectives, vol. 2007, no. 2, 2007, pp. 49-56, doi:10.4324/9781315869131.
22 Lee, Francis L. F. “Changing Political Economy of the Hong Kong Media.” China Perspectives, vol. 2018, no. 3, 2018, pp. 9–18, doi:10.4000/chinaperspectives.8009.
23 Kwong, Ying Ho. “The Dynamics of Mainstream and Internet Alternative Media in Hong
Kong: A Case Study of the Umbrella Movement.” International Journal of China Studies, vol.
6, no. 3, 2015, pp. 273–95.
24 Cheung, Charles Chi Wai. “Media Power in Hong Kong: Hyper-Marketized Media and
Cultural Resistance.” Media Power in Hong Kong: Hyper-Marketized Media and Cultural
Resistance, Routledge, 2016, doi:10.4324/9781315636955.
25 ‘Hong Kong's independent press faces dark chapter in China's shadow’. The Guardian,
12 August 2020. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/aug/12/hong-kongs-independent-press-faces-dark-chapter-in-chinas-shadow
26 ‘i-Cable staff protest against sudden dismissal of three experienced staff’. The Standard , 22 August 2020. https://www.thestandard.com.hk/breaking-news/section/4/153658/
i-Cable-staff-protest-against-sudden-dismissal-of-three-experienced-staff
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“We didn’t feel much of the political pressure after the change of
ownership. Our editors were able to provide a shield or a buffer
zone for us. They employed a set of principles on which professional judgements on what can/can’t be done were made accordingly. Open discussion in our team was commonplace, we were
reassured that the supervisors would fight on our behalf when the
news values of our work justified its publication, while the management would usually respect our editors. However, we increasingly felt the constraints due to the shortage of staff and financial
support. We barely managed the basic news coverage on a daily
basis and there was simply no time to explore new subjects or to
carry out in-depth investigation for stories of higher quality. The
lack of communication between the management and the editors/frontline reporters resulted in the erosion of trust and disagreement over time.”27
The Hong Kong government has made a number of moves to bring
the public broadcasting service Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK)
under control. Producers and reporters of RTHK have long withstood
politically motivated pressures stemming from complaints from
pro-government groups. One of those targeted is Nabela Qoser, a
RTHK broadcast reporter. She was given two short-term extensions
of employment pending a protracted investigation, which has been
widely interpreted as a retaliation for her tough questioning of the
Commissioner of Police and the Chief Executive Carrie Lam during
the 2019 protests.28
RTHK has been the most trusted and internationally acclaimed broadcasting service, but staff morale has reached its nadir with the arrival
of Patrick Li, a career bureaucrat with no media experience, as Direc-

27

Interview with a journalist who wishes to remain anonymous, January 2021.

28 ‘RTHK terminates Nabela Qoser’s 3-year civil servant contract’. The Standard, 22
January 2021. https://www.thestandard.com.hk/breaking-news/section/4/164011/RTHKterminates-Nabela-Qoser%E2%80%99s-3-year-civil-servant-contract
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Supporters of Choy Yuk-ling defending journalists’ right to access public records before her
trial - 24 March, 2021. Photo by Apple Daily

tor of Broadcasting.29 Li has defended his controversial decisions to
axe programs that are “unfair” to the government or feature guests
whose views are not acceptable by the government as usual practice
according to RTHK’s editorial guidelines. The head of Qoser’s section,
as well as two senior executive producers, have resigned recently. Notably, the Chief Executive has openly praised Li’s performance, saying,
“He is meeting my expectations.”30,31

29 ‘New RTHK head says "there’s no freedom without restraint”’. The Standard, 1 March
2021. https://www.thestandard.com.hk/breaking-news/section/4/166466/New-RTHKhead-says-%22there%E2%80%99s-no-freedom-without-restraint%E2%80%9D
30 'Hong Kong public broadcaster RTHK axes news show episode – 9th cancellation
since new chief took reins’. Hong Kong Free Press, 30 March 2021. https://hongkongfp.
com/2021/03/30/hong-kong-public-broadcaster-rthk-axes-news-show-episode-9th-cancellation-since-new-chief-took-reins-this-month/
31 ‘Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam says new RTHK boss is meeting her expectations’.
South China Morning Post, 30 March 2021. https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3127636/hong-kong-leader-carrie-lam-says-new-rthk-boss-meeting-her
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Another devastating development concerns the arrest of a freelance
news documentary producer Choy Yuk Ling in November 2020.32 She
was involved in the making of a documentary for RTHK that highlighted the police’s inaction (some would say involvement) during a
mob attack targeting pro-democracy demonstrators in the district of
Yuen Long. The police accused her of making false statements while
retrieving publicly available information for the documentary. The arrest has raised concerns among scholars and the press because her
research into public records of car registrations is also a commonly
used method of investigative journalism.33 Choy pleaded not guilty,
a guilty verdict would land her behind bars for up to six months and
a HK$5,000 fine under the Road Traffic Ordinance. On April 22, 2021,
Choy was found guilty and fined HK$6,000 (US$773). The court was
of the view that whether she acted in good faith and the information
sought was of public interest were unimportant.
Inspections of public records had, in the past, uncovered vote rigging,
corruption and other scandals. During the 2019 District Council elections, the courts upheld the suspension of public access to the register
of voters through injunction orders filed by the Junior Police Officers
Association (JPOA)34, which claimed the ban was to prevent abuse
and doxing by protesters targeting police officers. While the court
granted the injunction, the personal information of 132 staff members
of Apple Daily was published online anonymously.35

32 ‘Hong Kong police arrest producer of TV documentary about Yuen Long mob attacks’.
Hong Kong Free Press, 3 November 2020. https://hongkongfp.com/2020/11/03/breakinghong-kong-police-arrest-producer-of-tv-documentary-about-yuen-long-mob-attacks-report/
33 ‘Hong Kong journalist’s public records search should not be considered illegal, court
told’. South China Morning Post, 24 March 2021. https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/
law-and-crime/article/3126801/hong-kong-journalists-public-records-search-should-not
34 Junior Police Officers’ Association of the Hong Kong Police and Anor v. Electoral Affairs
Commission, Chief Electoral Officer and Electoral Registration Officer, HCAL3042/2019,
CACV 73/2020
35 ‘Hong Kong journalists harassed, arrested and lose press freedoms under new China
law’. Los Angeles Times, 15 August 2020. https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-08-15/hong-kong-media-freedom
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Joint press conference by journalist associations condemning governmental press accreditation system - Sept 24, 2020. Photo by Apple Daily

Press freedom has seen better days. We should expect to see not capitulation or instant collapse of professional journalism but widespread
pessimism about media independence and electoral integrity in an
increasingly hostile environment. For that, a panel survey was jointly
conducted by the Election Observation Project with the Hong Kong
Public Opinion Research Institute (HKPORI) to gauge public perceptions on the prospects of press freedom and electoral integrity. Moreover, in order to gain further insights and to shed light on the data
obtained, we carried out semi-structured interviews with four local
journalists and academics.
Table 2 shows that public perceptions on press freedom in the post-NSL
era have noticeably deteriorated; 61% of the respondents opined that
press freedom has changed for the worse. Notably, such pessimistic
outlooks were shared not only expectedly by the majority of the supporters of the pro-democracy camp (92%), but also by 43% of their counterparts in the non-pro-democracy camp. Results of our panel survey
on the free access to public records are shown in Table 3, showing 57%
of the respondents supported free access for the purposes of journalism
or research, twice as much as those who thought otherwise. Unfortu65
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Table 2. (Question: After the enactment of the National Security
Law in July 2020, do you think the freedom of press in Hong
Kong has changed for better, for worse, or no change?)

nately, as indicated above, the current protocols on registrar inspection
are less friendly for academic or journalistic research, to say the least,
and will likely be tightened up further as Choy has been convicted, setting precedence for the criminalization of justifiable actions, weakening public access to public records.
Turning to the electoral arena, the NSL has led to mass arrests of no
less than 100 pro-democracy leaders and activists, whose right to participate in elections and the policy-making process have in recent
years already suffered from increasingly restrictive vetting proce-
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Table 3. (Question: The government recently said it will review
arrangements for public search services to preclude doxing and
protect people’s privacy However, some media and research
institutes worry the restrictions will hinder the public’s right
to know and harm public interest. How much do you support
or oppose exempting searches from restrictions if they are for
journalism or research?)
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dures.36,37 From disqualifying candidates to disqualifying duly elected lawmakers and district councillors38,39,40, a political purge is taking
shape. Soon after the introduction of the NSL, Beijing rubber-stamped
Chief Executive Carrie Lam’s decision to postpone the Legislative
Council Election by at least one year, citing the health risks ensuing
from the coronavirus pandemic.41 However, the government’s health
advisors did not back this claim.42 Undeniably, Lam was determined
to stop the pro-democracy camp’s strategy to take half of the seats
following a landslide victory at the District Council elections in November 2019.
In March 2021, Beijing imposed a series of changes to both the composition of the Chief Executive Election Committee and the Legislative Council and the methods of selecting their members. From
“Hong Kong people running Hong Kong” to “Patriots running Hong

36 ‘Press statement by EAC on 2016 Legislative Council Election’. Electoral Affairs Commission, 14 July 2016. https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201607/14/P2016071400441.
htm?fontSize=1
37 ‘Top Hong Kong officials to vet election candidates’. Hong Kong Free Press, 30 March
2021. https://hongkongfp.com/2021/03/30/top-hong-kong-officials-to-vet-election-candidates/
38 ‘Hong Kong gov’t ousts four democratically-elected lawmakers from legislature’.
Hong Kong Free Press, 11 November 2020. https://hongkongfp.com/2020/11/11/breaking-hong-kong-govt-ousts-four-democratically-elected-lawmakers-from-legislature/
39 ‘Opposition district councillor ousted in Hong Kong over false claims against pro-government rival during 2019 elections’. South China Morning Post, 2 February, 2021. https://
www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3120254/opposition-district-councillor-ousted-hong-kong-over-false
40 ‘Court unseats Hong Kong opposition district councillor over paperwork omission’.
South China Morning Post, 25 March 2021. https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/lawand-crime/article/3127032/court-unseats-hong-kong-opposition-district-councillor
41 ‘Hong Kong postpones legislative election for a year citing Covid-19’. Hong Kong Free
Press, 31 July, 2020.
https://hongkongfp.com/2020/07/31/breaking-hong-kong-postpones-legislative-election-citing-covid-19/
42 ‘“It has nothing to do with politics”?: Seven Flaws in the Government’s Decision to Cancel the 2020 Legislative Council General Election’. Hong Kong Election Observation Project,
2020, pp. 1-20.
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Table 4. (Question: Suppose the government will hold the
Legislative Council Election in September this year as
scheduled, how fair or unfair do you think the election will be?)

Kong,” 43 the authorities have new powers to vet all candidates
through a three-tier national security check.44 While the authorities
would like us to believe that there will still to be room for different
shades of opinions, especially for what they call “a loyal opposition,”
the majority of Hong Kong people have concluded that the prospects

43 ‘Demanding Loyalty, China Moves to Overhaul Hong Kong’. The New York Times, 4
March 2021. Elections https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/04/world/asia/china-hong-kongelection-law.html
44 ‘Hong Kong electoral changes: ‘small group of people’ to make up powerful vetting
committee’. South China Morning Post, 29 March 2021. https://www.scmp.com/news/
hong-kong/politics/article/3127533/hong-kong-electoral-changes-fewer-10-people-makepowerful
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for the pro-democracy camp to continue to take part in future elections are bleak.
Table 4 shows that 57% of the respondents of our panel survey concurred that the upcoming elections for the legislature will become
very unfair or somewhat unfair, 87% of pro-democracy camp supporters and 39% of non-pro-democracy camp supporters shared this view.
In contrast, 25% considered the coming elections to be somewhat fair
or very fair, but only 7% of pro-democracy citizens and 36% of those
who do not support the pro-democracy camp thought there would be
a fair election after all.
When asked to comment on the prospects of press freedom at the wake
of the NSL, all four interviewees were acutely aware of the increasingly uncertain situation. Chris Yeung, a veteran journalist, founding
member of Citizen News, and currently HKJA Chairman, said:
“After the promulgation of NSL, the difficult political climate has
incontrovertibly put journalists under immense psychological
pressure. This is particularly evident for those who work on political or more ‘sensitive’ news desks. The main concern for them is
the uncertainty of when their work would be determined as problematic in the eyes of the authorities. Media outlets, as a result,
impose varying degrees of self-censorship – some opting for a
more cautious and conservative stance. This won’t be happening
overnight. It’s rather a gradual process. However, the trend is obvious, as it relates to the waning situation of the wider political
environment. Although the NSL is not black and white when it
comes to censoring the press, the outlook for a free press in Hong
Kong won’t be an optimistic one.” 45
Yeung said that the less democratic and liberal Hong Kong becomes, the more important the roles of independent media will
be. It is imperative to further consolidate the moral basis of press
freedom—an obligation to provide an authentic portrayal of the vox

45

Interview with Chris Yeung, February 2021.
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populi – the people’s voice—and to continue to act as a watchdog in
defense of public interest. “We shall carry on until the risk becomes
unbearable.”46 However, turning to the relations between the HKJA
and the authorities, Yeung sounded less hopeful, describing the
ties as “really bad” in a politicized atmosphere, and the government
showed no interest in talking with HKJA, not to mention reaching
any agreement at all. “As the communication has broken down, the
only thing we can still do is to present our views through the media
and the government may then decide how much public outcry they
could afford to ignore, and for how long.”47
Bruce Lui, a veteran journalist specializing in Chinese affairs, a university lecturer and a founding member of an association of independent commentators, mentioned during the interview that it is not
uncommon for pro-government people and Beijing to surmise that
the government’s shortcomings and failures have been aggravated
by the vocal media and their “negative, unfair reporting.”48 Expectedly,
Beijing is determined to launch an all-encompassing campaign to redefine the roles of the agents of socialization, which include schools
and the media:
“Following the current wave of political retribution, there will
come a time of long-lasting re-education for younger generations
and civil servants. With the objectives of imbuing a particular
form of patriotism, national consciousness, as well as a comprehensive and politically correct historical perspective and understanding about the Chinese Constitution and Basic Law in Hong
Kong, the education system as well as the media will be primed
for their new roles.”49
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Interview with Bruce Lui, February 2021.
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Ibid.
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Carrie Lam briefs on Hong Kong’s electoral reform - Mar 16, 2021. Photo by Apple Daily

But what does it all mean to journalists? Lui said journalists must not
think they are not targeted under the new order. When the “red lines”
and “no-go areas” are deliberately vague, each reporter must decide
how much risk he/she can take for unearthing a story that the rich
and the powerful may easily take offense. Though investigative journalism will always be teamwork, when the crunch comes, however,
“someone has to take all the responsibilities so as to spare the others.”50
Notwithstanding the emergence of social media and alternative
online media platforms in Hong Kong in response to the aforementioned deficiencies, the cyberspace may provide limited relief only,
not least because it is closely monitored and increasingly meddled
with by the authorities and the pro-government groupings. Allan Au,
who is a veteran political journalist, a university lecturer and an independent commentator, shared what he anticipates will happen to
Hong Kong:
50

Ibid.
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“The Chinese Communist Party seeks to adopt strategies that
suppress discussions online while at the same time exploit digital channels of communication to its favor. This tactic has been
employed for over a decade. The goals are two-fold – surveillance
and distraction. The latter is achieved through entertainment –
the more fun people are having; the more important messages/
news are diluted. This is a very evident trend. The former, on the
other hand, is blatant crackdown against political dissents. This
is often carried out through organizational manipulation. The
ruling class in Hong Kong has not acquired the ability nor the
vision to implement the similar tactics, which are now common
in China, though we should be able to observe when and how
such mechanism is adopted in Hong Kong, and this will become
more systematic and mature. I think the Hong Kong government
would only have to copy and paste what has been working well
in China.” 51
Au has a strong interest in how online media, including self-media,
have emerged rapidly to fill the void left by the traditional media outlets. Admittedly, the speed and the flexibility of the new media have
served not only to inform but also to mold continuously public opinions towards the government. However, Au is aware of the inherent
constraints of resources that prevent most of the new media operators from carrying out in-depth, thorough investigation and fact
checks before publishing the stories. At the end of the day, Au thinks
that journalists and those who care about electoral integrity could
continue to look critically at the imposed changes to both governance
and the electoral systems. “The shared values of our society should
never be discarded, they should be preserved in a system of collective
memory—a memory of freedom.”52
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Interview with Allan Au, February 2021.
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Walking on a tightrope
Autocratic regimes have a penchant for silencing critics and masquerading media repression behind a veil of legality. Strictly impartial
and nonpartisan practice of journalism is rendered a high-risk undertaking in the age of the repression, marginalization and co-optation.
In the worst-case scenario, the media and journalists cannot play any
role other than that of the mouthpiece and spin doctors for the powers
that be.
Moving beyond the conventional dichotomy of “watchdogs” and “lapdogs” with respect to the traditional roles of the media, Hong Kong has
entered a new epoch in which journalists and their professionalism
are put to test. This chapter seeks to uncover the roles of press freedom in upholding electoral integrity and the core values of Hong Kong.
As an ideal-typical model, the Fourth Estate performs such functions
as the provider of full and unbiased information, a guardian of public
interest, as well as a gatekeeper. During the 2019 protests, journalists
endured months of tear gas, rubber bullets, water cannons and police
obstructions. At the wake of the NSL, however, the liberal foundations
of free press have become more precarious; journalists have to learn
to face new forms of uncertainty: pervasive self-censorship, raids and
arrests. As we have found, given the intimidation of journalists, the
structure of media ownership, and restrictive access to information,
the quality of election coverage is now in doubt.
At the time of writing, the Hong Kong government has made it a top priority to legislate against disseminating “doxing,” “fake news” and “hate
speech.”53 In fact, as we have seen above, existing laws and administrative procedures can easily be used to stifle reports and research that the
authorities do not approve of. Journalists, researchers and election observers are subject to restrictive regulations in inspecting the electoral
roll, company registrar and other pertinent public records. For example,
53 ‘Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam vows to introduce amendments combating doxxing,
fake news and hate speech at Legco meeting’. South China Morning Post, 4 February, 2021.
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3120459/hong-kong-leader-carrie-lam-lays-legco-path-new-district
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a person who reproduces or imparts to any other person any information from the register of voters for the purpose other than those related
to an election is liable to imprisonment for six months.
While the media environment is endangered, there remains a strong
and ingrained consensus among our four interviewees that plenty of
Hongkongers are willing to tell their stories. Depending on the issues,
the press is still bound to study and report. All four journalists recognize the growing importance of alternative and online media. Such
was the case with the 2020 pan-democratic primary election as a core
component of the camp’s strategy to win no less than half of the seats
in the legislature.54
Notably, most traditional media outlets were lukewarm towards the
primary initially, and the organizers were worried that the level of participation would be low as a result. But when more than 600,000 voters
turned out to vote in the poll to pick the candidates for the camp, it
proved to be impossible for the media (and the government) to neglect
its political ramifications, albeit most media outlets have expectedly
taken the stance against the primary election. On February 28, 2021,
47 organizers and participants of the primary were officially charged
with conspiracy to commit subversion under the NSL. They were denied bail and remain in detention before trial.
Beijing asserts its control over the electoral processes with newly
created vetting and electoral methods to ensure that “patriots” will
become the mainstay of appointed and elected office holders. The resultant level of electoral integrity is expected to decline sharply in
the coming years. As the Hong Kong that we have known to is on trial under the NSL, so are press freedom and electoral integrity. True,
there is pervasive apprehension among Hongkongers that this is the
beginning of the end for the Fourth Estate, but insofar as the worst
is yet to come, it is also agreed by our respondents to keep calm and
carry on—there is a big story to cover.

54 ‘Democrats 35+ Civil Voting Observation Report [11-12 July 2020]’, Hong Kong Election
Observation Project, 2020.
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Covering
Cambodia’s
elections amid
threats
By Cambodian Journalists Alliance
Association (CamboJA)

I

n July 2018, veteran journalist Vann Vichar had
the easiest election reporting experience of his
life. The ruling Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) ran
virtually unopposed after dissolving the popular opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP) and
arresting its leader along with a number of members.
For many reporters, covering the controversial elections entailed increased monitoring and intimidation.
But for Vichar, all was smooth sailing. After years
working as a senior reporter for Radio Free Asia (RFA),
he had left his job to work as a freelancer. When he
covered the 2018 elections, he was employed by Cambodia News Channel (CNC) — a government friendly
television broadcaster. RFA has long drawn the ire of
the government, but CNC is owned by Kith Meng, a
powerful tycoon with close ties to Prime Minister Hun
Sen. Moving to CNC was like night and day, said Vichar.
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“There were no challenges during the election campaign or elections,”
he said.
“We went to the field with CPP officials because we didn’t focus on
sensitive or negative issues. Our journalist role at that time was like
disseminating propaganda for them — highlighting positive stories
about the ruling CPP.”
The situation was intensely different from what Vichar experienced
at RFA, just a year earlier while covering the 2017 commune elections
and during the previous 2013 national elections.
“We had to be cautious about publishing anything that could bring us
accusations from the court,” he said.
Commune elections are held one year before national elections when
Cambodians vote for more than 11,500 local-level Commune Councilors across the country. The elections are typically viewed as a harbinger for what will happen the following year, when the 125 Members
of Parliament are voted for nationwide.
As a result, though commune elections are not considered as high
stakes as national elections, they often come with similar restrictions
for the journalists covering them.
Ahead of the 2017 elections, Vichar went to cover the campaigns in
Mondulkiri — a remote, resource-rich province in Cambodia’s northeast. Though the province is extremely rural and holds relatively few
seats, it has also been the site of a number of sensitive stories due
to its choice spot for forestry crimes, and numerous journalists have
faced challenges while reporting in the province.
“I was working for RFA at that time, and I felt that there were drivers
who were monitoring my movements, and they were taking note of
the location where I was staying. They didn’t threaten me face to face,
but I felt pressure that I couldn’t carry out my duty independently.”
This was hardly the first time Vichar experienced such subtle threats.
He had developed an arsenal of tactics to avoid being followed, in78
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Kem Sokha, CNRP president, arrives at a polling center to vote during the 2017 commune
election. (CamboJA)

cluding renting rooms in two separate guest houses, so it would be
harder for authorities to track his whereabouts. On another occasion,
after hiring a motorbike driver to take him to interview Cambodians
in a remote village, Vichar discovered the driver was an undercover
police officer. He returned to his guest house and pretended to check
in for the night, only to sneak out and drive back to Phnom Penh immediately.
“I think that there was the intention of threatening a journalist. Whenever there is political tension, journalists have also faced extra challenges, especially threats not to unveil true information.”
“[While at RFA] I used to feel the threats during elections.”
Cambodia has more than 660 media outlets55. But just a handful of
those are considered independent. Vichar’s experience underscores

55 https://www.camboja.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Cambodian-Journalism-Situation-Report-2020.pdf
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Prime Minister Hun Sen joins a CPP party rally in June 2017. (CamboJA)

the marked difference by which independent media and pro-government or government media are treated.
While that has always been the case, in some ways the disparity has
grown more marked in recent years. Many journalists interviewed
cited the 2018 elections as a turning point.
“We have observed that the freedoms have declined since CPP lost
seats at commune levels [in 2017], and continues until now,” said Nhim
Sokhorn, a senior reporter at Voice of Democracy (VOD), an independent media outlet that gained prominence for its online reporting during the 2013 elections.
“Before the CNRP was dissolved, and National Democratic Institute
was shut down, we saw that the press had more power. We could
go reporting at polling stations, taking pictures, and we didn’t face
threats,” he said.
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2018: A turning point
The 2018 elections marked the first without a true opposition party
in the running since Cambodia began holding open elections in 1993.
Though 19 parties ran against the ruling CPP, none were considered
legitimate opposition contenders and the election was widely termed
a “sham.” Only the CNRP — which was formed in 2012 through a merger between the longstanding opposition Sam Rainsy Party and popular new Human Rights Party — was deemed a real opponent. In 2013,
CNRP received nearly 45% of the votes and 55 of 123 parliamentary
seats, marking the poorest showing by the CPP in more than a decade.
In the 2017 commune elections, the opposition won nearly 44% of the
votes. Had the opposition been permitted to run in the 2018 national
elections, it’s not inconceivable they could have won.
But ahead of the national elections, the ruling party demolished the
CNRP. In September 2017, CNRP president Kem Sokha was arrested
and charged with treason — accused, spuriously, of plotting with the
United States to overthrow the government. Other senior leaders fled
the country and dozens of members and activists were arrested and
charged.
At the same time, the country’s independent media ecosystem was
slowly unraveling. By September 2017, more than a dozen independent radio stations saw their licenses suspended without notice — including five of VOD’s radio affiliates. Amid the heightened pressure,
RFA shut down its Phnom Penh bureau, citing safety concerns for its
staff. The suspensions had an outsized impact: millions of Cambodians still relied on radio as their main source of independent news,
and independent stations were the only ones to broadcast RFA, Voice
of America (VOA), and VOD — as well as to give and sell airtime to
opposition programming. Without these stations, there could be little
chance of open media.
That same month, the Cambodia Daily shut down — unable to pay a
$6.3 million tax bill that many believed was politically motivated. A
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few months later, in May 2018, The Phnom Penh Post was sold to a Malaysian businessman with ties to the Cambodian government. Many
of its staff quit in protest. The two English-language newspapers (the
Post also ran a successful Khmer edition), were among the few publications to pursue rigorous watchdog reporting on corruption, illegal
logging, and government malfeasance. Among the most prominent
independent outlets, the newspapers also helped train many of Cambodia’s top journalists over the years.
Concurrently, government affiliated media — like CNC — have grown
more professional. Armed with vast budgets, these stations increasingly attracted talented journalists away from the few independent
outlets remaining. Though they cover the news respectably, they are
unable to dive into the types of sensitive issues that set independent
media apart.
By the time the 2018 elections rolled around, Cambodia’s media landscape had changed drastically from just one year prior.
Sokhorn, of VOD, noted that, “since then, press freedom has been
under threat. Even though we are seeing that VOD is still allowed to
broadcast, it is precarious.”
After the CNRP was dissolved, the National Election Committee in
December 2017 announced there would be steep fines and punishment for anyone who undermined the trust in the elections “after
RFA’s Khmer Service reported on low turnout for voter registration
following the dissolution of the CNRP,” according to RFA. The following May, just weeks before the election, top government officials issued similar warnings amid calls by the CNRP for an election boycott. The vague language of the warnings put news outlets
on edge.
“In 2018, the biggest challenge was that we couldn’t find the truth due
to a lot of warning letters from the ministry; there were many arrows
being pointed at us, so we did the best that we can to report it,” Sokhorn said. “I remembered that they had banned my livestreaming the
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Opposition leader Sam Rainsy, founder and former president of CNRP, is accompanied by his
supporters after returning from self-exile to Cambodia ahead of the July 2013 elections after
receiving a pardon for what many viewed as politically motivated convictions. CamboJA/
Pring Samrang

process during election day, however, our team still worked to report
because the election day is very important and people wanted to know
whether it was carried out smoothly or if there were irregularities at
each polling station,” he said.
Those warnings, said Sokhorn and others, also had a chilling effect on the larger population. The announcements “instilled fear
in people and made them afraid to speak with journalists,” he recounted.
Another journalist at an independent media outlet recalled constant
monitoring by local police and officials during the 2017 and 2018 elections. She asked that her name and outlet not be used out of fear for
her personal security.
While covering the commune elections in Kandal province, authorities “monitored whether our questions were related to politics and
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election officials intimidated us by saying we could not ask which
party people voted for.”
“For me, I just stressed that I had to interview people about their opinions related to voting and what their needs were such as infrastructure,” she said.
Even so, she said, “voters were hesitant to answer when we asked
questions about elections related to which political party you voted
for.”
Several journalists spoke about sources self-censoring, nervous in the
presence of watching authorities — or even just doing so knowing that
they could eventually get in trouble for their words.
Sun Narin, a senior reporter and coordinator at VOA, recalled similar
pressure interfering with his ability to make his sources comfortable.
“Security guards [standing by during elections] who knew that we
usually report about sensitive issues always monitored us closely,” he
said.
“When voters came to speak with us and they saw authorities or police were standing around, they felt that they couldn’t be free to express their opinions, so I think we were restricted,” he said. He noted
that even before the 2018 elections, journalists who went to the field
to get people’s opinions frequently came across local authorities and
police following them, and taking their pictures in order report to their
superiors.
To work around this monitoring, Narin said he learned how to be flexible — only asking “general questions” while police were present and
then waiting until they leave to ask the serious questions. But the situation still forced both journalist and source to censor themselves,
said Narin.
“How can we work freely when [authorities] were sitting, listening to
our interviews? And so our sources also restricted themselves,” he
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Prime Minister Hun Sen shows journalists his inked finger after casting his ballot during the
2017 commune election. (CamboJA)

said. “They were taking photos and videos while we were interviewing. As a journalist, this is censorship for us. I feel I can’t ask sources
good questions for my story and even if I do sources will not be able to
give me honest and detailed answers as they want to. This will affect
my story. I also feel that my sources can be badly treated by the police and authorities if they say something, and police know. Both my
sources and I are then self-censoring.”
In spite of this ongoing intimidation and challenging landscape, journalists still pushed ahead. The stories that came out ahead of and during the 2018 elections were robust and detailed, highlighting controversial aspects of that vote such as high rates of spoiled ballots and
voters feeling pressured by local leaders to go to the polls — rather
than boycott as directed by the CNRP.
But journalists, too, admit to avoiding topics known to be overly sensitive. There is no direct censorship — Cambodian publications don’t
submit their articles to a censors board. But some reporters spoke of
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self-censorship, avoiding stories or even particular phrases they suspected could get them in trouble. This is a regular protective tactic
used by many.
“Generally, to avoid any risk, journalists are forced to do self-censorship rather than write problematic reports. It is difficult to avoid it,
but sometimes local journalists have no better choice,” said a former
Phnom Penh Post journalist, who asked not to be named out of concern
of jeopardizing his current employment with a government-aligned
media outlet.
Nop Vy, executive director of the Cambodian Journalists Alliance Association (CamboJA), said the majority of media outlets censor themselves, with just a handful “which dare to report on the sensitive cases,” and face danger in doing so.
“Some media outlets don’t have an internal policy or rule, but the
working model is based on their newsroom managers. The risk of
the media outlets facing withdrawal of the media license have also
created more harms by putting more self-censoring of their media
business and pushing them to split from their role as a watchdog,”
he said.
Such self-censorship was creating a “bad environment for press freedom in the country,” he added. Nervous about retribution, many independent journalists were leaving the profession to become PR professionals or to work for pro-government media.
“When journalists have been arrested and face the legal actions then
they will be working under fear. They will make them more careful
and they don’t want to touch the big issues, especially the cases which
are linked to the high ranking officers and tycoons.
Legal threats
The self-censorship comes amid very real fears. In 2020, CamboJA recorded 44 journalists detained for questioning or imprisoned. Twelve
journalists were physically attacked and nine were threatened with
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violence. At the end of 2020, at least 10 journalists remained imprisoned or in pre-trial detention. The majority of those arrested “were
charged with incitement to commit felony or extortion under Articles
495 and 232 of the Criminal Code,” the group noted in its Cambodian
Journalism Situation Report 2020. The report was the first to present an annual breakdown of cases, but the country has been steadily
dropping for the past five years in the Reporters without Borders (RSF)’s World Press Freedom Index. In 2020, Cambodia was ranked 144th
among 180 countries, compared with 128 in 2016.
Several high-profile cases surrounding the last elections raised concern within the larger journalism community. In November 2017,
former RFA journalists Uon Chhin and Yeang Sothearin were arrested on espionage charges shortly after the US government-funded
broadcaster shut its Phnom Penh bureau. They spent more than nine
months in pre-trial detention, during which time they were handed a second pornography-related charge. Though released on bail,
the pair still face the possibility of punishment — up to 15 years in
prison — as their cases have not been dropped. Similarly, then-Cambodia Daily reporters Aun Pheap and Zsombor Peter were charged
with incitement in June 2017 while carrying out election reporting
in Ratanakkiri province. Fearing arrest and lengthy imprisonments,
both reporters left the country. As with the RFA pair, the case has
dragged on for years. Though the plaintiff withdrew his complaint
in November 2020, leading the judge to withdraw charges, the prosecutor’s office later filed an appeal against the judge’s decision and
the case remains ongoing.
Cases such as these weigh heavily on the minds of Cambodia’s reporters.
“What we are most concerned about is legal action against journalists.
[We have seen them] use the criminal code to charge journalists with
incitement even though we have a press law,” said VOD’s Sokhorn.
Cambodia has a robust Law on the Press, which lays out both the
rights of the media and their obligations — along with the fines or
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suspensions media outlets might face if found guilty of violating
them. But advocates note that the press law is rarely implemented
and journalists, instead, are handed far more serious criminal charges. The government frequently uses the Article 495 charge of “incitement to commit a felony” in cases filed against critics, activists,
and journalists. If found guilty, journalists can face up to two years
in prison.
Ahead of the next elections, some journalists fear there will be more
legal threats aimed at silencing what little reporting could come from
a deeply controlled election.
“In a democratic society where elections are held every five years, the
independent media plays an important role in informing citizens in
making decisions about their preferred leaders and entrusting the
fate of the country to those political parties,” said the former Phnom
Penh Post journalist. “The media also plays an important role in bridging the voices and concerns between voters and those who stand for
the election. Therefore, both positive and negative news is useful for
voters to make the right decision. Restrictions on information are not
a good way to promote free and fair elections, but rather a negative
electoral environment.”
Fait accompli
The next commune elections are set to be held in 2022 and the next
national elections will be held in 2023. Though it is far too early
to predict what those elections will look like, currently the CNRP
remains dissolved and it is hard to imagine the popular opposition party will be permitted to re-form and run for local or national
seats.
In some ways, then, covering the upcoming elections could prove unusually easy. With the opposition thoroughly shut down, the ruling
party fully in control, and dissent more shuttered than ever, much of
the news is under control. Some journalists interviewed said they expected fewer complications or challenges than before.
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“For me, there are no challenges for the upcoming elections, because
we already know that the [CPP] will win the elections,” said VOD’s Sokhorn.
Others, however, said they still anticipated issues around freedom of
movement and expression. An independent journalist who asked to
remain anonymous said she expected that: “For the upcoming elections, I think the problems will still remain and we will face issues
from the authorities as well as restrictions on freedom because there
is no main opposition party.”
Narin of VOA said he, too, believed more challenges were to come in
the upcoming elections “as we are seeing that freedom of expression
has severely declined after the dissolution of the main opposition
CNRP party. When there is restricted freedom for political parties, it
will follow that the media will be restricted,” he predicted.
But should the opposition be allowed to contest the next election, he
said, “I think there will still be more restrictions on the media if the
opposition party is reinstated.”
Nop Vy, of CamboJA, said that he expected journalists would be using
the coming years to prepare by improving their ability to report in a
safe and secure way as well as by paying close attention to any new
laws related to elections or political parties. Understanding these and
disseminating the information to the public would be crucial to covering the next election.
Apart from the political challenges, some wondered if COVID-19 might
still be endemic in Cambodia next year, casting a shadow over the
already diminished elections. The government recently passed a controversial new law with steep punishments aimed at preventing the
spread of COVID-19, which rights monitors say is dangerously vague in
its language and could be used to go after government critics. Starting
in late February 2021, after experiencing virtually no COVID-19 cases,
the country experienced its first major outbreak with thousands infected and more than 15 deaths. The outbreak led to rare curfews and
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travel restrictions. Should the pandemic worsen in the coming year,
that could impact election reporting, noted some journalists.
Romduol Chetra of the online media outlet Thmey Thmey, said: “For
the upcoming elections, we can’t predict what will happen because
Cambodia is now seeing an outbreak of community transmission of
COVID-19. There will be restrictions in covering elections if COVID-19
remains.”
“In that case, I can say that there will be restrictions for voters and
reporters for covering in the elections due to COVID-19.”
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Deteriorating free
expression under
the Myanmar
military and the
efforts to push
back
By Free Expression Myanmar

O

n February 1, 2021, at 3 am, monitors began
seeing disruptions in Myanmar’s internet infrastructure.56 Phone lines to the capital city,
Naypyidaw, were cut and state broadcasters reported “technical” issues knocking them off the air.57 The
same morning, the military raided the homes of President Win Myint and State Counsellor Aung San Suu
Kyi, as well as others, placing them all under incom-

56 https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-myanmar-amid-apparent-military-uprising-JBZrmlB6
57

https://news.trust.org/item/20210131230656-kkg7f
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municado detention.58 The Parliament was raided and closed down
live on Facebook.59 They detained 147 individuals, mostly officials and
lawmakers. Among the detained were 14 civil society leaders60 and
well-known monks whose monasteries were raided.61 An additional
400 Members of Parliament (MPs) were placed under house arrest in
their State accommodation,62 before being told to immediately leave
and go home.63 The commander-in-chief of the military, Min Aung
Hlaing, was attempting a coup d’état.
Over the next few days, the military’s actions became clearer. The military claimed that the coup was necessary due to the government’s
inaction on “widespread irregularities on the voter list.”64 The National
League of Democracy (NLD) political party, led by Aung San Suu Kyi,
had won an increased landslide share of the general elections held in
November 2020, at the expense of the military-aligned Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP), which lost many of their parliamentary seats.65 The military stated that their intention was to hold
fresh elections in a year and transfer powers to the winner.66 All cabinet members were sacked and replaced with soldiers and those with

58

https://news.trust.org/item/20210131230656-kkg7f

59 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/02/exercise-instructor-appears-to-unwittingly-capture-myanmar-coup-in-dance-video
60 https://aappb.org/2021/02/statement-on-recent-detainees-in-relation-to-the-military-coup/
61 https://www.myanmar-now.org/en/news/three-saffron-revolution-monks-amongthose-detained-in-february-1-raids
62 https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/784319-hundreds-of-myanmar-mps-underhouse-arrest
63 https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/myanmar-military-give-mps-24-hoursleave-naypyitaw.html
64 https://apnews.com/article/military-coup-myanmar-explained-f3e8a294e63e00509ea2865b6e5c342d
65 https://www.voanews.com/east-asia-pacific/aung-san-suu-kyi-nld-win-second-landslide-election-myanmar
66 https://www.mmtimes.com/news/myanmar-clarify-voter-fraud-hold-new-round-elections.html
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Protesters in Yangon calling for the release of Aung San Suu Kyi. Photo by Ms. HN

a history of supporting the previous military regime.67 Charges were
brought against President Win Myint and State Counsellor Aung San
Suu Kyi under several laws including for breaching COVID-19 rules.68
Prior to the coup, the right to freedom of expression was under constant threat in Myanmar. The NLD government had not addressed
these threats, and had, in many cases, made them worse.69 Furthermore, in the 2020 general elections, the NLD removed many of their
past promises to defend democracy and protect human rights.70 However, despite these serious problems, the right to freedom of expression was significantly better protected under the NLD government,
and under the quasi-civilian USDP government before it, than under
the previous military regime in which censorship was almost abso-

67

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-55882489

68 https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Myanmar-Coup/Myanmar-coup-latest-Protesters-don-masks-criticizing-UN-and-China
69 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/reform-abandoned.
pdf
70

https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/manifestos/
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lute. As the coup unfolds, there is a real risk of returning to those dark
days.
Myanmar’s legal framework dismantled

“The military destroyed the rule of law overnight, rolling back on the
small positive steps that were taken during the transitional process.”
– Mandalay Lawyer specializing in human rights cases,
interviewed on 3 April 2021
The limited human rights protections in Myanmar’s legal framework
have been dismantled under the coup. The military’s first structural attack on human rights, including freedom of expression was an
attack against Myanmar’s entire constitutional framework, which is
the foundation for the country’s human rights provisions. The coup’s
legitimacy is based on a claim that President Win Myint resigned and
was replaced by military-appointed vice-president, Myint Swe, who
then called a state of emergency, transferring executive, legislative,
and judicial powers to the military’s commander-in-chief, Min Aung
Hlaing.71 However, there is no evidence of President Win Myint’s resignation, and he has been detained incommunicado since.72 Both civil society and elected MPs in the new Committee Representing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw (CRPH) have declared that the entire state of emergency is unconstitutional, and every step taken by the military since
the coup has been unlawful.73 The military has continued regardless,
violating the constitution that they themselves wrote.74
The military’s second structural attack on human rights including
freedom of expression was via the courts. Myanmar’s courts are re-

71 https://apnews.com/article/military-coup-myanmar-explained-f3e8a294e63e00509ea2865b6e5c342d
72

https://www.ft.com/content/98f9dab3-4818-4d74-89de-d026aa57a651

73 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/statement-by-myanmar-civil-society-organisations-on-the-unconstitutionality-of-new-laws/
74 https://www.bloomsburyprofessional.com/uk/the-constitution-of-myanmar-9781509927371/
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Protesters in Mandalay calling for their voites to be respected. Photo by Ms. HN

portedly not well respected by the public who, according to reports,
generally see them as corrupt, subject to improper influence, and with
low levels of competency.75 However, in recent years, the courts had at
least created a strategic plan to map out their vision and benchmarks
for future progress within a democratic framework.76 The courts were
also starting to see some new cases relating to freedom of expression
where the judge was making decisions based on available evidence,
rather than for other reasons.77 Since the coup, the military has fired
four Supreme Court judges put there under the NLD government, and
appointed five more, three of whom are from military courts.78 There
are now 10 judges sitting in the court; nine were selected by the military and previous quasi-military government. The military has also

75 https://www.myjusticemyanmar.org/sites/default/files/Justice-Base-Behind-ClosedDoors.compressed-1.pdf
76

https://www.myjusticemyanmar.org/judicial-strategic-plan-2018-2022

77

https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/defamation-law-10162020175552.html

78

https://melissacrouch.com/2021/02/09/the-coup-and-the-capture-of-the-courts/
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appointed nine new members of the Constitutional Tribunal,79 a body
likely to be entrusted with any questions about the constitutionality
of the coup.80 Since the coup, the military has been announcing arrest
warrants live on national television.81 Over 700 have been published
at the time of writing.82 Many individuals have been detained but in
most cases their location and status remains unknown. Many lawyers
have set up ad hoc voluntary services outside prisons to help families
searching for loved ones.83
The military’s third, and ongoing, structural attack on freedom of expression has been via “adopting,” “amending” and “suspending” laws
to undermine human rights (the quotation marks used relate back to
the aforementioned unconstitutionality of the military’s reforms).84
On February 13, the military “suspended” Articles 5, 7, and 8 of the Law
Protecting the Privacy and Security of Citizens.85 The “suspension” undermines basic legal protections including the right to be free from
arbitrary detention and the right to be free from warrantless surveillance, search, and seizure. On February 13, the military also “amended”
Articles 13, 17, and 27 of the Ward or Village Tract Administration Law.
The amended provisions require that all overnight guests are registered with local government, criminalizing anybody who does not
register their guests, and allowing local government to “take action.”
The “amendments” aim to stop people such as strikers and journalists
hiding from the military in each other’s homes.

79 https://www.gnlm.com.mm/appointment-and-assignment-of-chairman-and-members-of-constitutional-tribunal-of-the-union/
80

https://academic.oup.com/icon/article/16/2/421/5036479

81 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/06/wanted-lists-published-in-myanmar-as-junta-extends-crackdown
82

https://aappb.org

83 https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/3/12/fears-grow-for-hundreds-of-studentsarrested-in-myanmar-protests
84 https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/03/02/myanmar-post-coup-legal-changes-erodehuman-rights
85 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/laws/law-protecting-the-privacy-and-security-of-citizens/
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On February 14, the military “amended” the Penal Code to create new
offenses and expand existing offenses.86 A new Article 505A criminalizes expression that “causes fear,” spreads “fake news” or agitates”
against a government employee. An “amendment” to Article 505(a),
which criminalizes inciting the military to mutiny, has broadened
the scope so that it applies to anyone trying to hinder or damage the
motivation of other civil servants. Three “amendments” to Article 124
have broadened its treason provisions to include inciting disaffection toward the military, or hindering the military or civil servants in
any way. Each of these “amendments” is clearly intended to be used
against strike and protest organizers, such as the “Civil Disobedience
Movement.”87 On February 14, the military also amended the Criminal
Procedure Code to make these amended offences non-bailable and
subject to arrest without a warrant.
Crackdown on protest

“The military must be surprised by the people’s unity. That is why
they have responded to our simple red ribbons
with their bullets and beatings.”
– Sagaing activist, interviewed on 6 April 2021
Myanmar’s laws and practices on freedoms of expression, assembly,
and association were already weak prior to the coup, with many people abused and imprisoned for peaceful protests.88 The streets of Myanmar were largely quiet immediately after the coup began.89 There
was a widespread public feeling of shock coupled with a huge sense
of disappointment at the thought of returning to a military dictator-

86

https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/penal-code/

87

https://twitter.com/cvdom2021

88 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/no-permission-to-protest.pdf
89 https://burmese.voanews.com/a/myanmar-civil-disobedience-movement-/5762587.
html
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Protesters in Yangon calling for power to be handed back to the people. Photo by Ms. HN

ship. Despite knowing about the coup in advance,90 the traditionally
hierarchical NLD did not seem to have set up firm contingency plans
for the detention of its senior leaders, leaving just a letter from State
Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi urging the public to carry out peaceful
protests.91 As a result, there was a gaping vacuum in democratic political leadership.
It was the public that filled the gap on the first day of the coup, February 1, with widespread pot-banging, a traditional expression to scare
away evil spirits.92 On February 2, healthcare workers from almost 40

90 https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-myanmar-politics-reconstruction-insig/rude-andinsolent-fraught-talks-preceded-myanmars-army-seizing-power-idUKKBN2A9213
91

https://www.facebook.com/chairnld/posts/209900817486184

92 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-politics/anti-coup-protests-ring-out-inmyanmars-main-city-idUSKBN2A139S
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hospitals launched a national civil disobedience movement “saying
‘no’ to the military coup.”93 Within 24 hours, that number had increased
to healthcare workers from 110 hospitals from across 50 townships,
each protesting for a restoration of democracy.94 Health workers were
joined by teachers, students, factory workers, engineers, miners, civil servants, and by large labor unions.95 A boycott campaign of military-owned companies and brands was launched, including beer, bus
and tea companies.96 A three-fingered salute and a red ribbon became
the symbols of expressing support for the burgeoning movement.97
The protest movement started spilling out onto the streets on February 4, in Myanmar’s second city, Mandalay.98 The first few brave protesters on that day were chanting, “Down with military rule!” and four
were detained.99 On February 6, the first large protest took place in
Yangon, and then in Mandalay, and in the capital city, Naypyidaw.100
The diverse, leader-less, and organic protests grew rapidly into hundreds of thousands of protesters.101 Despite the military’s history of
using excessive force to crack down on protesters, the first few days

93 https://www.frontiermyanmar.net/en/after-coup-medical-workers-spearhead-civil-disobedience-campaign/ https://www.facebook.com/civildisobediencemovement2021/
94 https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/myanmars-medics-launch-civil-disobedience-campaign-coup.html
95 https://www.frontiermyanmar.net/en/teachers-students-join-anti-coup-campaign-ashospital-staff-stop-work/
96 https://www.mmtimes.com/news/myanmar-calls-boycott-tatmadaw-linked-products-and-services.html
97 https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asia/myanmar-doctors-medics-civil-disobedience-calls-activists-14103732
98 https://www.mmtimes.com/news/mandalay-citizens-protest-against-tatmadaw-rule.
html A short, 15-min protest was also held in Yangon: https://burmese.voanews.com/a/myanmar-civil-disobedience-movement-/5762587.html
99 https://www.myanmar-now.org/en/news/four-arrested-in-mandalay-after-street-protest-against-military-coup
100 https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/2/6/thousands-of-myanmar-protestersface-off-with-police-in-yangon
101 https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/09/world/asia/myanmar-coup-protest-photos.
html
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of protests were generally peaceful as the police mainly held back
and observed.102 The protesters showed goodwill towards the police
in an effort to gain their support.103 The protesters have been incredibly creative, even in the face of extreme violence. After protests were
banned, large numbers of cars started breaking down, and there was
an epidemic of shoelace-tying, all blocking roads nationwide.104 As violence forced people off the streets, decorated eggs, flowers-in-shoes,
red paint, and even “watermelon strikes” have taken their place.105 A
family disobedience movement has complemented the civil disobedience movement.106
The military crackdown started on February 8 when the police, who
operate under the military-controlled Ministry of Home Affairs, fired
water cannons at peaceful protesters in Naypyidaw.107 Later that day,
the military banned assemblies of over five people, prohibited motorized assemblies, and instigated a night-time curfew.108 The military also threatened protesters via state media.109 Since February 8,
the military and police’s use of force has grown more excessive daily
and they have been rounding up and detaining thousands of protesters.110 On February 9, the police began to exercise lethal force, firing
rubber bullets and live rounds at peaceful protesters in Naypyidaw,

102

https://www.rfa.org/english/news/special/saffron/

103 https://news.yahoo.com/photos-myanmar-protesters-confront-police-054418914.
html
104 https://observers.france24.com/en/asia-pacific/20210224-myanmar-protests-creative-civil-disobedience
105 https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2021/apr/12/paint-easter-eggs-and-watermelons-myanmars-creative-protests-in-pictures
106

https://disobedience.family

107

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/world-asia-55977478

108 https://apnews.com/article/myanmar-anti-coup-protest-fd4252fbd800caa5d457de9dd65293b7
109 https://www.myanmar-now.org/en/news/two-people-in-critical-condition-after-police-shoot-peaceful-protesters-with-live-bullets-in
110 https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/02/09/myanmar-lethal-force-used-against-protesters
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injuring six.111 The police arrested over 100 protesters in Mandalay
the same day.112 On February 13, the military issued arrest warrants
for seven prominent opposition campaigners and warned the public
not to protect protesters fleeing arrest.113 On February 14, the military’s armoured vehicles appeared in major cities and soldiers were
deployed alongside the police.114 The UN Special Rapporteur for Myanmar, Tom Andrews stated: “It’s as if the generals have declared
war on the people.”115 On February 19, Mya Thwet Thwet Khine, a
19-year-old, became Myanmar’s first “martyred” protester.116 A video
clearly shows her peacefully hiding behind a bus stop with her back
to the police as she was shot.117
The military and police have used heavy weapons against peaceful
protesters nationwide in a massive display of disproportionate violence.118 At the time of writing, over 700 people have been killed during
the coup, mostly in protests.119 Over 100 people were killed on a single day, March 27, Myanmar’s “Armed Forces Day.”120 Violence has also
been brutally indiscriminate. At least 43 victims have been children,121
including six-year-old Khin Myo Chit who was hiding in her father’s

111 https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/six-protesters-injured-myanmar-police-fire-protest.html
112 https://www.mmtimes.com/news/protest-crackdown-begins-myanmar-over-100-nabbed-mandalay.html
113

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-56062955

114 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/15/myanmar-internet-restored-protesters-army-presence-aung-san-suu-kyi
115

https://twitter.com/RapporteurUn/status/1361025118642843649

116

https://twitter.com/FreeExpressMm/status/1362740503540867075

117

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8GIT907AyQ

118 https://www.myanmar-now.org/en/news/cities-terrorised-as-junta-escalates-lethalviolence-against-public-on-armed-forces-day
119

https://aappb.org

120

https://www.ft.com/content/2716e993-dfa0-475b-a5e0-0cf370bc357e

121 https://news.sky.com/story/horrifying-violence-has-killed-at-least-43-children-inmyanmar-report-says-12263006
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arms when she was shot at close range.122 Many more children have
been wounded or detained.123 The youngest person to have been shot
is a one-year-old baby.124
Censorship of the media

“We journalists may be hiding but now that Myanmar has tasted
press freedom, nobody wants to go back to the darkness.”
– Yangon journalist, interviewed on 6 April 2021
On January 13, the day before the coup, Myanmar had several quasi-independent television channels, including two carrying independent news.125 Myanmar also had five national independent daily
newspapers,126 several highly respected digital media outlets,127 and
many smaller independent newspapers and journals nationwide.128
In addition to the independent media, all of the state media set up
under the previous military regime continued to exist under the
control of the Ministry of Information, including several daily national newspapers and a variety of television and radio channels.129
The military also directly owned newspapers, radio stations, and tel-

122

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-56501871

123

https://twitter.com/holmescnn/status/1377853628556402688

124 https://www.myanmar-now.org/en/news/cities-terrorised-as-junta-escalates-lethalviolence-against-public-on-armed-forces-day
125 DVB and Mizzima TV. They were quasi-independent because they did not have
broadcast licences but rather temporary service agreements allowing them to broadcast
over State-owned infrastructure and channels. Their independence was therefore extremely
vulnerable. They are both highly-respected for the independence of their news and current
affairs programming.
126 Daily Eleven, 7 Day News, The Voice Daily, The Standard Time Daily, Myanmar Times,
and two State-owned newspapers.
127

For example, Myanmar Now and Khit Thit Media.

128 https://www.mdif.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/An-Unfavorable-Business-MDIF-report.pdf
129 Newspapers include: Kyemon, Myanmar Alin, and Global New Light of Myanmar.
Broadcasters include: Radio Myanmar, and MRTV.
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Journalists in Yangon calling for media freedom. Photo by Ms. HN

evision channels.130 The NLD government had been repeatedly cautioned that their failure to democratize media laws has left a media
sector dominated by state control that could be easily misused by
whoever was in power.131
The next morning, as the coup was unfolding, all broadcasters were
taken off air.132 One state broadcaster reported on Facebook that this
was for “technical” reasons.133 State broadcasters and some quasi-independent channels were later restored but the two channels
carrying independent news have remained off-air ever since.134 The
military appointed a new “Minister of Information,” ensuring that all
state broadcasters previously controlled by the NLD government were

130 Including: Thazin FM, Myawady Daily newspaper, and a variety of television channels
under the brand MWD.
131

https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/broadcasting-law/

132

https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/stations-02022021181731.html

133

https://news.trust.org/item/20210131230656-kkg7f

134

https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/stations-02022021181731.html
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brought under the control of the military.135 As a result, all television
and radio channels are now either directly controlled by the military,
or indirectly controlled via military allies.136
The printed and digital media did not face direct censorship immediately after the coup, although the broader internet shutdown was
indirect censorship.137 That did not last. On February 11, the military
wrote to the Myanmar Press Council asking it to tell media outlets to
stop using “incorrect words” that called into question the legitimacy
of the coup.138 The same day, and for the first time since the coup, the
police detained a journalist documenting protests in Pathein,139 and
then, a few days later, detained five more in Kachin.140 The military’s
continuing editorial pressure upon the media led to many members
of the Myanmar Press Council resigning on February 17,141 and to the
mass resignation of journalists at one large media outlet, which subsequently shut down on February 21.142 The next day, February 22, the
military threatened to revoke the publishing licences of any media

135 https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Myanmar-Coup/Myanmar-military-appoints-ministers-after-ousting-Suu-Kyi-in-coup
136 https://www.bangkokpost.com/opinion/opinion/334272/reform-brings-a-return-ofthe-cronies
137 https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-myanmar-amid-apparent-military-uprising-JBZrmlB6
138 The date has separately been reported as 11 February, 12 February, and 13 February:
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/don-t-call-it-a-coup-myanmar-military-leaderswarn-media
139 Freelance journalist, Shwe Yee Win https://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-politics/anger-over-arrests-in-myanmar-at-anti-coup-protests-idUSKBN2AD05A
140 Mizzima News journalist Sai Latt Aung, Eternity Peace News Network journalists Ko
Wai Yan and Ko Yan Kaung, 74 Media editor-in-chief Htoi Awng, and camera operator Naw
Seng: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-56062955
141 https://www.voanews.com/press-freedom/myanmar-press-council-members-resign-over-military-directives
142 https://www.mmtimes.com The journalists resigned due to managers ordering
journalists to attend a military press conference: https://www.voanews.com/press-freedom/
myanmar-press-council-members-resign-over-military-directives
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that did not follow the military’s editorial demands.143 On February 25,
a large number of media outlets responded with a joint statement calling for media freedom.144 Unfortunately, the military took no notice,
detaining a further 10 journalists between February 27 to 28 alone.145 A
second large outlet stopped publishing on March 1.146 The next day, a
journalist’s live-stream of their own violent arrest went viral.147
On March 8, the military implemented their earlier threats, cancelling five publishing licences held by a mixture of print, digital, and
broadcasting media outlets.148 Operating without a publishing license
in Myanmar is unlawful,149 and journalists working for media outlets
without licenses could be held criminally liable.150 The police immediately responded to the cancellations by raiding the registered offices
of at least two of the outlets on the same day.151 Fortunately, most outlets had already shifted their operations following the coup, and their
registered offices were empty.152 Since then, all journalists have been
working at extreme risks,153 with many victims of violence and almost
143 https://www.gnlm.com.mm/council-needs-to-put-energy-into-reviving-countrys-ailing-economy-senior-general/
144

https://twitter.com/FrontierMM/status/1364868548028297218

145 From 7 Day News, Myanmar Now, Monywa Gazette, the Hakha Times and The
Associated Press in Yangon, Monywa, Chin State and other areas: https://www.irrawaddy.
com/news/burma/hundreds-arrested-myanmar-security-forces-launch-nationwide-crackdown-regime-protests.html
146

http://thevoicemyanmar.com/news

147

https://www.reuters.com/article/myanmar-politics-dvb-journalist-idINKCN2AU270

148 Predominantly print: 7 Day News; predominantly digital: Myanmar Now, Khit Thit
Media; predominantly broadcast: Mizzima, Democratic Voice of Burma (DVB): https://www.
reuters.com/article/myanmar-politics-media/myanmar-media-companies-stripped-of-licences-state-television-idINKBN2B01IV
149

https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/printing-and-publishing-law/

150

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/08/world/asia/myanmar-coup-violence.html

151 https://cpj.org/2021/03/myanmar-military-raids-newsrooms-revokes-5-media-outlets-licenses/
152 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/08/myanmar-police-occupy-hospitals-in-yangon-ahead-of-national-strike
153 https://www.irrawaddy.com/opinion/guest-column/firmly-regimes-enemies-list-myanmar-journalists-continue-document-atrocities.html
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Protesters in Naypyidaw highlighting propaganda on State media. Photo by Ms. HN

all operating underground.154 Some large media outlets have closed
down completely.155 At the time of writing, more than 60 journalists
have been detained and 15 charged.156 In a new precedent, one media
outlet has been charged with a crime.157 The closure of mainstream
outlets has resulted in many journalists establishing new forms of
media both online but also using underground print distribution networks.158
Already a regular source of disinformation before the coup, propaganda now dominates the state media.159 Much of the propaganda is

154 https://www.reportingasean.net/no-safety-zone-5-realities-about-journalism-inpost-coup-myanmar/
155

https://7day.news

156

https://www.facebook.com/groups/953399941862726

157

https://burma.irrawaddy.com/news/2021/03/11/239335.html

158 https://www.myanmar-now.org/en/news/pro-democracy-journals-become-latestlifeline-for-a-movement-under-siege
159 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/news/video-2345414/Video-Myanmar-state-broadcaster-beams-military-propaganda.html
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focusing on legitimizing the coup by framing the military’s actions
as “in accordance with the law”.160 There is significant space to portraying international acceptance of the coup, including, for example,
falsifying meetings with international bodies such as the European
Union (EU).161 Propaganda also portrays civil disobedience participants as “unprofessional” and “treasonous,”162 even though many state
media employees are themselves participants,163 and many have been
fired as a result.164 A third theme common in state media propaganda is the demonization of protesters as “rioters,”165 and threatening
them with intentionally vague “consequences.”166 Some social media
platforms have removed state media partly as a result.167 Much of the
propaganda has been so blatantly absurd as to be almost laughable,
including noticeably false footage claiming to show protesters committing crimes,168 and claims that the sound of widespread protests
are actually caused by factories.169
Shutting down the digital space

“The military cannot stop the ingenuity of GenZ and so their solution
is to simply switch the whole internet off no matter the cost.”
– Digital activist (unknown location), interviewed on April 5, 2021

160 https://teacircleoxford.com/2021/03/09/a-preliminary-analysis-of-the-myanmar-military-juntas-media-propaganda/
161

https://twitter.com/EUMyanmar/status/1378950856888975361

162 https://teacircleoxford.com/2021/03/09/a-preliminary-analysis-of-the-myanmar-military-juntas-media-propaganda/
163

https://twitter.com/mrattkthu/status/1359752165946912768

164 https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/myanmar-regime-sacks-120-strikingstaff-state-run-broadcast-service.html
165 https://teacircleoxford.com/2021/03/09/a-preliminary-analysis-of-the-myanmar-military-juntas-media-propaganda/
166

https://www.nationthailand.com/ann/30404497

167 YouTube removed State broadcasters’ channels on 5 March: https://www.nytimes.
com/2021/03/05/business/youtube-myanmar.html
168

https://twitter.com/NawBettyHan/status/1377120708409520133

169

https://twitter.com/hninyadanazaw/status/1360079578010578950
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Myanmar’s digital space is relatively new as the previous military regime severely limited the public’s ability to use phones or to get online.170 This only changed when the quasi-civilian government deregulated the telecommunications sector in 2013, and by 2021, a reported
43% of the population have at least some access to the internet, mostly via mobile smart phones.171 The NLD government intended to build
upon this rapid growth and set a challenging target of reaching 95%
of the population with mobile broadband services by 2022.172 However, at the same time, the past five years of the NLD government have
presented some challenges to an open digital space. These challenges included their decision to block several media outlets’ websites,
threats to the independence of telecoms operators, enforced SIM-card
registration, and the prosecution, conviction, and sentencing of many
people under anti-democratic telecoms laws.173 Worst of all was the
NLD’s decision to implement an 18-month internet shutdown affecting 1.4 million people in Rakhine and Chin States.174
At 3 a.m. on the February 1, the military started disrupting internet access, cutting it off entirely by 8 a.m, and preceding months of increasing crackdowns on internet access.175 The near-total shutdown lasted
a day and was followed by a second near-total daylong shutdown on
February 6.176 The military did end the world’s longest internet shutdown in Rakhine and Chin States, but only briefly.177 From February

170

https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/freedom-of-the-net-2020/

171

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2021-myanmar

172 Government of Myanmar. 2018. Executive Summary: Universal Service Strategy for
Myanmar, 2018–2022. Naypyidaw.
173 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/freedom-of-thenet-myanmar-2020.pdf
174 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/freedom-of-thenet-myanmar-2020.pdf
175 https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-myanmar-amid-apparent-military-uprising-JBZrmlB6
176 https://www.telenor.com/media/press-release/myanmar-authorities-orders-nationwide-shutdown-of-the-data-network
177

https://restofworld.org/2021/myanmar-one-blackout-ends-another-begins/
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15, the military implemented a new digital curfew, ordering near-total
internet shutdowns every night since.178 Between shutdowns, the military has slowed down internet access, too.179 In a further escalation
on March 15, the military ordered the temporary but open-ended shutdown of all mobile internet connections, which is the main method for
users getting online in Myanmar.180 On March 18, the military ordered
all public Wi-Fi connections to be shutdown.181 On April 2, the military
ordered all fixed wireless connections to be shut down.182 At the time
of writing, approximately 0.5% of internet connections or 120,000 are
still working, and only between 6:30 a.m. and 1 a.m. Monday to Thursday, and 9 a.m.-1 a.m. Friday to Sunday.183
The military has taken over control of much of Myanmar’s telecommunications infrastructure.184 They now completely control two mobile operators ensuring the possibility of monitoring half of all SIM
cards in the country.185 The military has issued telecommunications
companies with many secret directives, and issued warnings to those
companies that have informed the public of the directives’ existence.186 On February 4, the military blocked Facebook that was full of

178 From the 9 March the shutdown times for weekdays were changed from 1am-9am
to 1am-6:30am https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-myanmar-amid-apparent-military-uprising-JBZrmlB6
179 https://graphics.reuters.com/MYANMAR-POLITICS/INTERNET-RESTRICTION/rlgpdbreepo/index.html
180 https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-myanmar-amid-apparent-military-uprising-JBZrmlB6
181 https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-myanmar-amid-apparent-military-uprising-JBZrmlB6
182

https://twitter.com/FreeExpressMm/status/1377587527901708288

183 https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/6%20Myanmar%20CLMV-%20Internet%20Exchange1.pdf
184 https://www.mobileworldlive.com/blog/intelligence-brief-where-does-myanmar-stand-today/
185 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/freedom-of-thenet-myanmar-2020.pdf
186 https://www.telenor.com/sustainability/responsible-business/human-rights/mitigate/human-rights-in-myanmar/directives-from-authorities-in-myanmar-february-2021/
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users documenting the coup and organizing opposition to it.187 The
next day, the military also blocked Instagram and Twitter.188 The military has since blocked other websites including Wikipedia and several of Myanmar’s largest media outlets.189
Since the coup, the military has made Myanmar’s already restrictive
digital laws even more restrictive. On February 11, the military circulated a draft cybercrimes “law” which, if adopted, would give the
military absolute control over the internet, oversight over all private
data, new criminal provisions for content regulation, and extend their
jurisdiction to also cover foreign companies such as Facebook.190 The
draft cybercrimes law has not been publicly withdrawn, but following
widespread outcry from civil society, including the business community, the military quickly “amended” the Electronic Transactions Law,
copying over many of the contentious draft cybercrimes law provisions on increased criminalization of internet usage and privacy invasions.191
As a result of the military’s digital crackdown, many digital users have
significantly improved their digital security, switching from normal
phone lines to secure communications services,192 and some have ostensibly taken self-censorship steps to hide their identity, such as by
changing their account names or removing photos.193 In the days after
the coup, millions of internet users downloaded anti-surveillance and

187

https://www.telenor.com/directive-to-block-social-media-service/

188 https://www.telenor.com/directive-to-block-social-media-services-twitter-and-instagram-in-myanmar/
189 https://www.bangkokpost.com/opinion/opinion/2083615/myanmars-digital-regime-foreshadows-se-asia
190
law/

https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/six-risks-from-myanmars-draft-cyber-security-

191 https://freeexpressionmyanmar.org/myanmars-new-electronic-transactions-law-amendment/
192 https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/myanmar-citizens-use-protester-toolkit-to-skirt-internet-ban
193

Monitoring of Facebook accounts since the coup, 23 March 2021.
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block circumvention tools in a giant act of digital resistance,194 and the
military tried to ban VPNs in response.195 The almost complete shutdown of internet access since April 2 has led to greater information
sharing. Opening up WIFI to share with neighbors has become more
common.196 Some have once again returned to printing basic newsletters and handing them out, in a practice that was common under the
previous military regime.197
Conclusion
The coup was a surprise to many people, not least because the military already had such substantial power over politics, society, and the
economy.198 Though the coup was a surprise, the military’s implementation of it has not been surprising. They have reverted to many of
their previous strategies and tactics. Their approach to the law, to protesters, and to the media have largely been a repeat of what they did
under the previous military regime: ignore the law, violently suppress
public protest, and censor the media. The digital space did not exist
under the previous military regime and the military’s response therefore has been to just completely turn it off. Their actions have not only
significantly undermined the right to freedom of expression, but also
put many people in extreme danger, and threatened the economy and
human development for decades to come.

194

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-politics-bridgefy-idUSKBN2A22H0

195 https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/facebook-blocked-02042021140109.
html
196

Interviews with activists in Yangon, 7 April 2021.

197 https://www.myanmar-now.org/en/news/pro-democracy-journals-become-latestlifeline-for-a-movement-under-siege
198

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/02/world/asia/myanmar-military-coup.html
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The Myanmar people are now living the reality of increasing restrictions on the right to freedom of expression. Since the coup, they
have been incredibly creative in pushing back on the military, often
at great personal risks. Every day and everywhere, professional journalists, citizen activists, protesting pensioners, and many others, are
speaking out. At least 700 have died in doing so.199 The public demand
for change is growing and widespread. Talk of returning to the previous stilted transitional process has been replaced with a demand for
fundamental reform. In the area of human rights, and freedom of expression in particular, this means an end to internet restrictions, state
control over broadcasting, and interference in the right to protest, as
well as new openness and a proper right to information. Only the Myanmar people can overturn the coup, but the international community, and in particular, Myanmar’s neighboring countries, must support
them, and at the very least, get out of their way.

199

https://aappb.org
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Fair and
balanced election
coverage:
The Sri Lankan
perspective
By Sri Lanka Press Institute

T

he election environment in Sri Lanka is characterized by larger than life-sized posters and
hoardings of candidates, attractive propaganda
campaigns and comprehensive election manifestos
with bags full of promises. Full page advertisements
fill newspapers and more airtime on television and radio are allocated for campaigns and election-related
news and updates.
Amid the smoke and mirrors, the media have a big
responsibility to play in helping the citizens make
informed choices during elections through balanced
and fair reporting. The unequal allocation of space and
airtime in the media, both state- and private-owned,
however, favor popularity and influence over the care-
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ful presentation and analysis of the candidates’ intentions and qualifications. It is noteworthy that the educational qualifications of a candidate, if any are not a requirement to stand for elections to public
office in Sri Lanka.
Media landscape
Dating back to colonial times, the media landscape in Sri Lanka has
seen many changes throughout the years expanding from a monopoly of state-owned media in radio and later television to a vast number
of private owned broadcast stations. It has been the reverse in print,
whereas it was entirely privately owned till 1973 when the state nationalized a leading private institution and it remains state controlled
up to date.
Not too long ago, publishers and editors of the Sri Lankan media
faced criminal defamation indictments, censorship on war related news and the abduction and killing of journalists. It was an era
when the media community came together to respond to the challenges of the profession like in 1998 and the signing of the historic
Colombo Declaration on Media Freedom and Social Responsibility
which has been instrumental in repealing criminal defamation.
The revisions in 2008 and 2018 of the Declaration has solidified
the commitment to free expression and access to information. The
creation of the Sri Lanka Press Institute has been a direct outcome
of the 1998 Colombo Declaration on Media Freedom and Social Responsibility.
The subsequent establishment of the Editors’ Code of Professional Practice paved the way for media to engage in ethical journalism
practices.
Another key achievement of the media community via the Colombo
declaration, was the enactment of the Right to Information Act No. 12
of 2016. This provided the journalists the opportunity to expose corruption within the political system, which also enabled the citizens to
hold government accountable.
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According to the Media Ownership Monitor, a platform run by an independent research institution, there are 75 daily and weekly print
publications, 20 television stations and 50 radio stations in the country.
The Sri Lanka Press Council Act regulates print media while a parallel self-regulatory mechanism is in place with the Press Complaints
Commission of Sri Lanka, established and supported by the media
community, including publishers, editors, working journalists and
workers’ unions.
“It took many years of sweat, toil and commitment, but in 2002,
the government announced that criminal defamation would be
abolished and the country’s media associations reciprocated by
announcing that a self-regulatory body, the Sri Lanka Press Complaints Commission would be formed. ….. It is an enormous tribute
to those who fought for so long that the body continues as one of
the very first successful self-regulatory frameworks to be established in the Commonwealth, a d a great example to so many who
are treading the same vital path”
– Lord Black of Brentwood, Executive Director, British Telegraph
Media Group (Weerasundera, 2011)
The Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation Act and Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Act are laws governing the electronic media. The Telecommunications Regulatory Commission is the national regulatory
agency for telecommunications and frequency allocation, along with
other technical responsibilities.
During elections, the Election Commission is empowered to regulate
all media be it state- or private-owned under Article 104 B (5) (a) of the
Constitution of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka. The
EC issues media guidelines to promote fairness and balance in the
media coverage of elections. These are non-binding regulations in so
far as the private media is concerned, and largely ignored by the state
media.
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Analysis of media reporting of elections
The Sri Lanka Press Institute monitored the media’s coverage of the
2015 Presidential Election and found that the media tends to provide
more attention to the ruling party. There is also a tendency to allocate most of the coverage to the top two political parties leaving other
lesser known parties and independent candidates sharing what little
is left.
The print media allocated the most number of column spaces to the
two main political parties: United People’s Freedom Alliance (UPFA)
with 2,114 column spaces and the New Democratic Front (NDF) with
1,434 column spaces. Little exposure, however, was given to candidates from other political parties and independent candidates.
In radio, the main opposition party NDF received less
attention in both privateand state-owned media but
closer to the election day
and the increasing winning
chances of NDF, the media
diverted its attention more
to NDF. Both NDF and UPFA,
the then governing alliance,
still received more radio airspace allocation compared
to other parties.

State Media - Lakhanda

This is the same in television where the state-owned
TV channel ITN gave more
attention to UPFA than to
NDF with the trend shifting
towards the favor of NDF as
polling day came closer. The
private-owned TV channel

Private Media - Neth FM
Source: SLPI’s Presidential Election Media
Observation Report 2015
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Derana, meanwhile, showed interesting changes at varying time intervals leading to the polls.
SLPI monitored print and electronic media from December 9, 2014 to
January 9, 2015. For the print media monitoring, SLPI assessed the
coverage of 36 mainstream Sinhala, English and Tamil newspapers
measuring each and every news item in the columns, headline stories, photographs/cartoons and advertisements associated with the
presidential election.
For the 2019 Presidential Election, SLPI only looked at the coverage of
the print media but the allocation of space yielded similar results to
the 2015 election.
Candidates from the top two
political parties received
more attention compared
to other candidates. Among
the 35 candidates in 2019,
Gotabaya Rajapaksa of the
Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP) got 49% space
allocation in print while Sajith Premadasa of the United National Front (UNP) got
43%. The next two candidates received 5% and 1%
while the rest shared the remaining 2%.

State Media - Lakhanda

SLPP was revived in 2016
as the Sri Lanka Podujana
Peramuna and became the
home for the UPFA members loyal to its former leader Mahinda Rajapaksa. NDF,
meanwhile, is a coalition led

Private Media - Neth FM
Source: SLPI’s Presidential Election Media
Observation Report 2015
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Source: Presidential Elections 2019 - SLPI Print Media Observation
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by the UNP for 2009, 2015 and 2020 Presidential Elections against Mahinda Rajapaksa in 2009 and 2015 elections and against the Gotabaya
Rajapaksa in 2020.
Premadasa received the most favorable coverage in the state-owned
newspapers compared to other candidates with 55% of the reporting
graded as supporting opposite Rajapaksa who received the most favorable coverage in private-owned newspapers with 53% of the reporting graded as supporting.
Ethics Eye, an independent media research unit of Verité Research,
had a similar observation on the behavior of electronic media during
the 2020 general elections where both state- and private-owned media outlets provided more airtime for the ruling party.
Explaining media coverage of elections
The interplay between money and politics could somehow explain
why only a handful of political parties and candidates are more prominent in the news agenda. The news head of a private radio station said
the campaign financing budgets determine the frequency and space
for a political party’s or candidates advertising schedule. However, as
per the Chief Editor of a leading English newspaper, the Editorial policy in the more established media institutions may not necessarily be
swayed by who pays for its political advertising content.
It should be noted that there is no spending limit on election campaign activities in Sri Lanka. While bombarding with as many political campaign ads that deep pockets could afford could not necessarily guarantee a win or at least a good recall among the electorate, it
creates an unequal playing field which is exacerbated if the media’s
coverage is based on popularity and the perceived winning chances
of a candidate.
There is also the case of the quality of candidates who run for public
office. A senior journalist of a Sinhala newspaper said that allocating
an equal playing field for supposed “dummy candidates” or those who
run for office with no proper intention or convincing manifesto is not
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Source: Ethics Eye, Research on General Elections 2020, TV News coverage of Political
Parties Final Count: 06-30 July 2020

practical and fair. A Tamil newspaper journalist said some candidates
run only for image building. The only qualification to be a candidate
is to be a registered voter, which in turn means being a citizen. With
new laws allowing dual citizenship and the removal of a previous bar
disqualifying dual citizens from being elected to the National Legislature, a fresh debate has arisen over “foreigners’ being entitled to take a
seat in the National Parliament.
In response to queries related to “impartiality and neutrality” of the
media, an editor of a Sinhala private-owned newspaper said that if
a particular private media outlet wants to back one candidate considering the non-suitability of another candidate, it should have the
right to do so. The editor said they disclose their endorsement of a
particular candidate to their readers by stating in their editorial the
reasons for their stance. The readers of the newspaper are left to de122
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cide whether accept or reject the media outlet. The media in Sri Lanka
rarely endorse a candidate officially, but readers/viewers are often left
in doubt which candidate and/or party they support.
The EC media guidelines states that "every media institution shall
provide accurate, balanced and impartial information in broadcasting or televising or publishing its news bulletins and any other programme related to political affairs." It also states that "no candidate
shall be specially or favorably treated in the allocation of airtime on
radio or television or space in the print media, to promote the election of such candidate or to cause prejudice to another candidate." EC
Chairman Nimal Punchihewa, said state media outlets can be fined
and/or journalists or reporters can be imprisoned on the premise of
violating election media guidelines. However, the EC does not have
the power to execute punitive measures for private media when such
media outlets act against election guidelines.
The role of the media being the 4th pillar of democracy has a vital role
to play, which can only be achieved by following professional code
[and] practice ethical reporting.
Issues and challenges
Journalists covering elections on the field have encountered several
challenges in their reporting. For one, most candidates are too busy
campaigning that they fail to give ample time for interviews and
news conferences. This is especially in regard to securing interview
time amidst schedules of candidates, newsroom deadlines, relevance
of the coverage and context. If at all they allow interviews with the
media, these are not enough to provide a comprehensive reporting of
the candidates.
Language can also become an issue at times. Sinhala is the predominant language in Sri Lanka and although election results are released
in three languages, there are occasional delays in providing results
in Tamil language. This impacts the releasing of the results in Tamil
along with other media, as official results may not have come to the
newsroom officially on a statement.
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An editor of a Sinhala newspaper said that sometimes, the ruling party tends to exert pressure on media outlets to get favorable coverage.
This could be by directly requesting the Editor to increase the coverage for their party in order to win future favors such as government
advertisements assuring sustainability.
COVID-19 and elections
Sri Lanka first reported confirmed cases of COVID-19 infections late in
January 2020. By March, the World Health Organization has declared
the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic claiming millions of lives, leading
to job losses and leading to restrictions in freedoms.
The COVID-19 pandemic has also affected the schedule of elections
and how they are conducted around the world. In Sri Lanka, the general elections were planned for June 2020 but was postponed to August
2020 given the situation. The elections conducted during a disease
outbreak also posed challenges to the media.
Already, the media has not been spared by the effects of the pandemic
as the usual ways of talking to sources and gather information could
not be applied because of traveling and gathering restrictions. There
are health and safety risks for those who still go out into the field as
there have been cases where journalists have come in close contact
with those positive of the virus. Some newspapers dropped circulation while some had to cut salaries as there were fewer ads which
eventually resulted to the retrenchment of newsroom staff.
When the election campaign period started, it was more of a mixed
mode of traditional campaigning and “new normal” regulations. Candidates and parties were called to adhere to COVID-19 regulations and
conduct public meetings, which meant journalists were exposed to
situations where they would have been part of the coverage at a particular place. The potential of a public event becoming a COVID-19
outbreak cluster is high when health and safety regulations are not
followed therefore posing a risk to journalists’ health and impeding
their ability to further cover the elections.
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As covering campaign activities and interviewing candidates during
normal circumstances are already challenging for the media, the shift
conducting campaigns and press conferences during the pandemic
has made it more challenging for the media, as well.
Disinformation, misinformation and hate speech online
US-based think tank Freedom House said that the spread of disinformation and misinformation in Sri Lanka has been a growing concern
in recent years.
In their 2020 Freedom on the Net report, they said "disinformation increased in the lead-up to and during the November election period,
including some originating from political parties and candidates."
The prevalence of hate speech during 2020 elections, meanwhile, has
declined compared to the 2019 elections said the Centre for Monitoring Election Violence.200 But one notable incident is when two potential Tamil female candidates faced vicious personal attacks online.201
There are fact-checking initiatives by media outlets and other groups
like AFP Sri Lanka, Factcrescendo, Fact Check and Factseeker which
counter the spread of disinformation and misinformation online
and also on mainstream media. Social media platforms like Youtube,
Twitter and Facebook have also been reported to provide "a dedicated
service to monitor these platforms" during the 2020 polls.202
Way forward
The intentions of the media guideline are good but full compliance is
something yet to be seen. EC should actively engage all media organizations in developing practical media guidelines during elections.

200 https://cmev.org/2020/07/27/hate-speech-and-divisive-language-during-the-parliamentary-general-election-2020/
201

https://www.inform.lk/repression-of-dissent-before-during-covid19-sl/

202 https://www.newsfirst.lk/2020/03/08/facebook-twitter-and-youtube-to-monitor-social-media-campaigns-during-election-period/
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These guidelines should be well consulted and agreed upon by the
media organizations for it to be adhered to by all media entities.
EC’s step to request for the setting up of monitoring teams with journalists representing all media outlets to monitor themselves during
elections as a self-regulatory mechanism is welcome development.
Without any punitive powers for a self-regulatory mechanism of this
nature, however, will only mean that media houses with priority to
supporting a particular candidate/party into office will simply ignore
these guidelines.
Rohana Hettiararchchi, executive director of the election monitoring
group People’s Action for Free and Fair Elections (PAFFREL) said that
more research should be conducted on media reporting during elections so they can be used to provide adequate knowledge and direction to build a better media climate.
It is important to improve the literacy of people and nurture an informed public who can critically make decisions without being misled by mis/disinformation and the relevant bodies such EC and media
outlets have the grave responsibility to work towards this challenge
via awareness programmes. However, we should also note that, choices made by the public in casting their votes are more nuanced, complex, and may not necessarily be affected by literacy levels.
Given the situation such as the COVID-19 pandemic and unprecedented situations in the future it is indispensable to have adequate online
and offline safety guidelines and training programmes.
A free and fair election is a fundamental requirement in any democracy. The media need to play an active role in holding candidates accountable while focusing on campaigns and their transparency. This
is how people would be better informed about their choices.
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Role of media
in monitoring
the health of
democracy in
India
Best practices and
challenges

By Sanjay Kumar, Professor, Centre for the
Study of Developing Societies (CSDS)
Aastha, Researcher at Lokniti, A research
Program of CSDS

A

fter attaining independence from British rule
on August 15, 1947, India was striving to make
its own constitution that would be as holistic
as possible to include the ambit of modern governance
ideals as liberty, equality and fraternity. India formally
became a constitutional republic with a parliamentary
system of government on January 26, 1950, with the
core of its democracy the conduct of regular and unbiased elections every five years at the national and
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state levels. This expanded in the 1980s to the holding regular urban
and village elections to elect leaders of the municipal council and
Panchayat mandated by the 73rd and 74th amendments to the Indian
Constitution, with the aim to decentralize governance.
The constitution envisaged legislature, executive and judiciary as the
three pillars of democracy. But to see that the government is being
run according to regulations and be warned and checked, the press
in India is considered as the fourth pillar. The print media has greater freedom because a number of them are not owned by the state
as against the state-owned radio station (All India Radio) and news
channel (Doordarshan).
Whether during the COVID-19 pandemic or in normal times, the election process has been comparatively smooth, taking into account
the sheer size and diversity of India’s electorate. The 2020 report of
the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) of The Economist classifies India as a “flawed democracy” with a global ranking of 53,203 implying
that elections are largely free and fair, but assessment of other major
indicators for press freedom put India as unqualified to be called a
full democracy. In another similar development, the freedom index
by Freedom House declared India as ‘partly free’204 which is similar to
that of a ‘flawed democracy.’
Data collected through the National Election Survey conducted by
Lokniti-Centre for Study of Developing Societies (Lokniti-CSDS) provide evidence that despite election complaints and charges levelled
by rival political parties against each other, Indians share the view
that elections are largely free and fair. The data analysis indicate that
a large number of Indians believe that elections conducted by the independent constitutional body responsible for conducting elections
in India, called the Election Commission of India (ECI), are generally
believed to be free and fair (Figure 1).

203

The Economist Intelligence Unit 2020 Democracy Index

204

‘Freedom in the World 2021’ by Freedom House
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Figure 1. Large number of Indians believe that elections are fair
in varying degree

Source: Time series NES 2004-2019

Nearly two in five voters in India believe elections are free and fair, followed by one in five who believe that elections are free and fair with
minor glitches. Less than 10% of voters feel that elections are fraught
with major problems while one-fourth are unsure or have no opinion.
Data analysis of the 2019 Lok Sabha election survey indicates that
younger voters (25 and below) show slightly greater degrees of trust
(54%) in the ECI than elderly Indians (56 and above). Among them, 48%
believe that elections are free and fair. Evidence also suggest that education has an impact on the degree of trust Indians show regarding
elections: the higher the level of educational attainment, the greater
their trust in the neutrality of elections. Between 45% and 48% of the
non-literates and those educated only up until primary school show
trust in elections being free and fair while those who completed high
school and college, 53% and 56 % respectively, have a similar belief.
There is not much difference in the rural-urban responses; rural voters show slightly lesser trust compared to urban voters. Indian women voters are slightly less trusting at 48 % while 53 % of men share
similar views.
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But many Indians don’t have similar trust in their elected representatives in the national parliament and in the legislative assemblies of
different states. Large numbers of voters feel dissatisfied with their
elected representatives, but this view varies across elections. Voters
were dissatisfied with the reputation of those elected to the Indian
parliament between 2009 and 2014. But the elected representatives
in national parliament between 2014 and 2019 had better reputation
among the people. (Figure 2).
Studies conducted by the Lokniti-CSDS show that 28% of Indians felt
completely satisfied with their elected representatives in 2019 as opposed to only 14% in 2014. The dissatisfaction levels declined significantly before the 2019 national elections as only 17% reported being
completely dissatisfied as against 27% in 2014. The voters’ level of
satisfaction and dissatisfaction has an impact on electoral outcomes.
Many elected representatives were defeated in the 2014 national elections while a large number of elected representatives were re-elected
to the national parliament in 2019. This indicates two things: Indian
voters’ impressions about their parliamentarians change with the
way they see their performance, and their voting reflects their level
of satisfaction.
Figure 2. Voter satisfaction with constituency leaders (%)

Source: Pre-poll survey NES 2019
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Corruption is one of the most important reasons for the dissatisfaction of Indians with their elected representatives. Though many factors such as party affiliation, rural-urban divide, literacy, community
identity and electoral promises may lead to the victory of a candidate,
the overall image of elected representatives among average Indians
is very negative.
The Lokniti-CSDS studies indicate that 80% of Indians believe that
their elected representatives are highly corrupt while others believe
that they are corrupt but to some extent. Only 10% Indians believe that
their elected representatives are not tainted while some Indians are
unsure about their credentials. The opinion of the Indians vary on this
issue as per their background — illiterates having less trust in elected representatives compared to graduates. But a starker divide in the
opinion could be seen between rural-urban voters. Among Indians
living in villages and the countryside, 40% believe that their elected
representatives were very corrupt compared to 52% urban Indians
who share this view. Differences in opinions seem to be shaped by the
level of awareness, as more people in rural India may be less aware
about the issue of corruption among politicians.
Figure 3. Very less confidence in integrity of elected
representatives

Source: State of Democracy in South Asia: Report II
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But surprisingly, the politicians’ reputation does not affect their
chances of winning. Many people with tainted background are getting elected to the Indian national parliament election after election.
Over the years, their numbers have increased. (Table 1). This indicates
that while the voters may indeed be aware of the bad image of the
candidates, other factors override the selection of the leaders during
election time.
Table 1. Contestants and Winners with criminal charges (%)
General
Elections

2004
2009
2014
2019

Without
Criminal
Cases

With
Criminal
Cases

With
Serious
Criminal
Cases

Contestant

86

8

6

Winners

76

11

13

Contestant

85

8

7

Winners

70

13

17

Contestant

83

9

8

Winners

66

13

21

Contestant

81

10

9

Winners

57

16

27

Source: Lok Sabha Data Set, 2004-2019 compiled by Lokniti-CSDS research team

The enmeshed role of media in the political landscape and analysis
of media reportage
Is the watchdog able to do its job?
There is no expressly stated right to the freedom of the press in the
Indian Constitution, but this freedom is largely derived from Article
19 (1) of the Constitution that enshrines the Right to Free Speech and
Expression. But there is an added clause in Article 19 (2) regarding
reasonable restrictions allowing the state to interfere when the law
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and order of the country is perceived to be under threat. The expectation from the media to monitor democracy and act as its fourth pillar is because despite the existence and operation of state-sponsored
media such as Doordarshan, the 1990s brought the advent of a very
large number of private media houses that included print, electronic
and social media. Print media in English, Hindi and other languages, electronic media and social media are independent and this allows them to function independently without any pressure from the
government. This gives an opportunity for the media to be critical in
evaluating the functioning of the government and work as a barometer to try and monitor the health of democracy having an elected
government.
Even though technically, the media remains free in India, there have
been various changes in the way media function now and questions
are being raised if the media are free and if they are performing their
role as the watchdog of Indian democracy? The question of freedom
in media and if they still serve their purpose are being asked on three
accounts—constant threats to journalist, inherent bias among journalist and media ownership.
An emerging trend of threats to journalists
According to Reporters without Borders (RSF), five journalists are imprisoned as of 2021 and four were killed last year205. India’s score in
this year’s World Press Freedom Index is at 142 and is said to have
been affected by the situation in Kashmir and criminal prosecution
cases against journalists206.

205

https://rsf.org/en/barometer?year=2020

206 https://rsf.org/en/india
Criminal prosecutions are often used to gag journalists critical of the authorities, with some
prosecutors invoking Section 124a of the penal code, under which “sedition” is punishable by
life imprisonment.
India’s score in this year’s World Press Freedom Index is heavily affected by the situation in
Kashmir where, after rescinding the state’s autonomy, the federal government shut down
fixed line and mobile Internet connections completely for several months, making it virtually
impossible for journalists to cover what was happening in what has become a vast open
prison.
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In the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ)’s annual Global Impunity Index, which spotlights countries where journalists are singled out
for murder, India is ranked 13th, with 52 journalists killed since 1992
in direct retaliation for their work207. P. Sainath points out how there
seems to be no journalist from an English outlet or from a large media
house in a big city because rural and small-town journalists are at
greater risk of being killed than those in the big cities. But factors such
as a journalist’s location, outlet, level in the profession’s hierarchy, and
social background add to that risk in addition to the language a reporter writes in and, most importantly, what they are writing about
that can expose truths about influential people208.
Investigative reporting continues to be one of the most daring ventures of a journalist but multiple threats including death loom large
upon them. Online trolling and harassment of journalists is also becoming more commonplace whenever a section of the public is dissatisfied or offended by the content of the news. Trolling is not just a
scattered response of an angry public but are often mass organized
by one political section or the other to influence the conversation in
their favor.
An increasing trend of journalists being biased
Though media is considered as the watchdog of Indian democracy, of
late, questions have been raised about the objectivity not only of individual journalists, but in many instances even the media companies
not functioning in an objective manner and are being biased. This
view is not only shared among journalists but even among common
people on different accounts. Findings from the study conducted by
Lokniti-CSDS indicate divided opinions of the people regarding media
freedom. Data showed that 29% of Indians believe that media compa-

207 CPJ’s (Committee to Protest Journalists) “Global Impunity Index spotlights countries
where journalists are slain and their killers go free” by Elana Beiser
208 ‘Foreword: Journalism as well as journalists in danger from failure to stand up for
India’s press’ by P. Sainath in “Dangerous pursuit: In India, journalists who cover corruption
may pay with their lives”. A Special Report by the Committee to Protect Journalists
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Figure 4. Opinions on whether TV news channels favor some
political leaders in their programs

Source: Pre-poll survey NES 2014

nies favor certain particular leaders while 37% believe otherwise; 34%
do not have any view on this issue.
Apart from the structural constraints faced by journalists in the form
of threats to their profession and having to comply with the dictates of
the government and corporate sector, the ethical practice of the journalists themselves are also being questioned. This presents a grim
picture as one in three Indians believe that journalists are corrupt
whereas around two in five believe that journalists are corrupt but not
to a great extent. Overall, nearly three-fourths of Indians believe that
journalists are corrupt while only 10% have full faith in the integrity
of journalists.
Media ownership matters
Advertising is one of the main sources of income of most media houses in India. Very few depend largely on sales for their profit. One of the
reasons for media not being able to perform their duties in a neutral
manner is their dependence on government advertisements for revenue generation. A critical approach of the media towards the government normally results in a cut in government advertisements; in
some instances, government stops advertising, and this affects the
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Figure 5. Voter Opinion on corruption among journalists

Source: State of Democracy in South Asia: Report II
Note: The rest of the respondents gave no response

functioning of media. Government advertisements have become an
important tool for controlling the media who are critical of the government.
Data regarding media revenue indicate that a large number of newspapers depend on government advertisements, which results in media compromising their neutrality. Of the 4,177 newspapers, 880 received 75% or more of their revenue from government advertisements
while another 670 dailies depended upon government advertisement
for between 50-74 % of their total revenue. This brings a total of 1,550
dailies whose more than 50% of their total income comes from government advertisements. One could imagine how these newspapers
can be critical of government when their financial dependence lies so
much on government funds directly or indirectly. This is one of the
issues that obstructs independent journalism.
Sensational journalism for profit-making
A new trend in Indian media is sensationalism, which is largely done
for profit-making under a stiff competition between different media
houses. What happens is that the focus of the news is shifted and sensationalized. There have been many examples, but the latest is the in138
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Table 2. Percentage of total income of newspaper dailies derived from
government advertisements
No. of Dailies

% income of newspaper from
government advertisement

2,091

1-24

536

25-49

670

50-74

880

75 & above

Source: Annual Statement 2019-20. Registrar of Newspapers in India

cident of convicted criminal Mukhtar Ansari, who is also an ex-elected MLA (elected member of the state legislative body) from a jail in
Punjab state to another jail in Banda Jail in the state of Uttar Pradesh.
Instead of focusing on the issues, media persons gathered at the gate
of the jail and followed the conclave of vehicles taking the gangsterturned-politician to jail.
The media have repeatedly indulged in solving crimes and mysteries of their own accord so much that public opinion is formed on the
guilt or innocence of the individuals involved before hearing what the
courts and law enforcers have to say. This even leads to harassment
of individuals involved in the case and influence on the judiciary. Two
major cases include the Jessica Lal murder case and the recent suicide of Indian film star Sushant Singh Rajput.
The Jessica Lal case involved a high-profile bartender who was murdered in 1999 by the son an influential politician for not serving liquor
beyond the prescribed hours. The media rejoiced over their efforts
in bringing justice to Jessica Lal when and the trial court had finally
convicted the accused in 2006 after a long trial. In the cases where
leading celebrities are involved, the influence of the media could
drastically change the opinion of the celebrities’ fans. One such case
was that of Bollywood star Rhea Chakraborty who was charged for
the death of fellow actor Sushant Singh Rajput in June 2020. The huge
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media attention on the case has prompted observers to raise the issue
of media trials209, which immensely benefitted TV ratings on the part
of broadcast media.
The issue of slant in media reporting
During the 2019 general elections, a terrorist attack on an Indian army
convoy and a retaliatory Balakot air strike that claimed to have eliminated several terrorist encampments in Pakistan in April generated
much furor. With elections due in May, the ruling party received credit
and more press coverage. Two other instances include the Rafale aircraft deal controversy that courted suspicions of corrupt activities regarding the procurement of defense equipment from France and the
Nirav Modi scam in which an Indian businessman accused of committing fraud with a national bank in India escaped abroad. Only half
of the respondents heard about these two incidents but three-fourths
were aware of the air strike against Pakistan. Half of the respondents
reported being satisfied with government action in the Nirav Modi
scam as opposed to nearly 40% who believed otherwise. Half of the
respondents had heard of the Rafale deal, but opinions were equally
divided on suspicious government involvement in the scam as 38%
believed otherwise. In the air strike, half of the respondents either believed the Air Force and the government both took action or that this
was the prerogative of the Modi government while 42% believed that
this was mainly an Indian military’s initiative for which a ruling party
cannot get the same credit.
All these factors have resulted in Indians losing trust in the Indian
media (both traditional and social media) faster than one would have
expected. Data from the surveys indicate that about 33% of Indians
have a lot of faith in all the major forms of mass media in the country including print, television and radio, 38% showed reasonably good
faith in the print and television media while 34 % reported the same
for radio. But 10 % of Indians hardly show any trust in any of these
forms of media and 5% have no faith at all in media. About 10-15 % of
209

Finology blog on media trials.
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Figure 6. Issues with high national coverage during election
period

Source: Pre-poll survey NES 2019

Indians are unsure if they would like to show trust in the media or
not. For a country like India where media is considered as the fourth
pillar of democracy and a watchdog, this is extremely disturbing and
should be a matter of great concern. With trust in media declining, for
which part of media is also responsible, how can we expect media to
be playing its role? We are not saying that the media has lost its credibility completely, but to a great extent, its role as a watchdog can’t be
fully trusted anymore.
The way forward
While protests are still fueled by the media in terms of coverage and
even mobilization, the advent of social media platforms has equalized as well as diluted the media and their reach. Today, the social
media enables everybody to have a voice, instead of only professional
journalists having a chance to express their views. This has helped
mobilize people both for online protests and protest on the streets on
various issues. Apart from the fact that there is higher degree of misinformation being spread via social media, it is important to note that
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Figure 7. Regularity of news consumption through traditional
media

Source: Time series NES 1996-2019

social media is far less regulated compared to print and news media,
making it an effective tool for spreading lies among the general public. With this emerging trend, there is a need for social media to be
monitored.
How free media can still be constructive – popularity and platforms
available
Even though we are in the age of social media, traditional media still
remain relevant as many Indians still watch and read media both in
English and regional languages, although their proportion has declined over last few years. In 2014, at least 46% of Indians watched
television regularly, but it declined to 35% in 2019. This decline may
be attributed to the rise of online platforms for watching and reading news. It is likely that a significant number of Indians have shifted
from traditional media (TV) to the social media platforms for news
and other information.
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Data in table Table 3 indicates an increasing coverage of social media
across India through the years as opposed to the smaller number of
people who earlier got their news from social media platforms.
As data in Figure 4 indicates, in 2009 and 2014, one-fourth of all Indians read newspapers daily, which declined to less than one-fifth in
2019. The parallel rise of social media is also reflected from the data
collected through various studies. The number of daily users of Facebook has increased from 3% and 10% in 2014 and 2017 respectively to
22% and 23 % in 2018 and 2019. Nearly 29% use WhatsApp almost daily
while 25% use YouTube daily. Overall, regular usage of social media
has increased significantly in 2018 compared to 2014 and 2017. As Indians moved to newer mediums for getting information , it has affected their consumption of news through traditional media, though
traditional media still remains the most important source of news at
present. Even now, nearly 50% of Indians get their news on politics
from the television.
Table 3 - Daily social media users (%)
2014

2017

2018

2019

Facebook

3

10

22

23

WhatsApp

-

14

26

29

Twitter

<1

1

6

5

Instagram

-

-

7

8

Youtube

-

-

-

25

Source: Social Media and Political Behavior 2019
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Table 4. Overall trust of the Public for Mass Media is High (%)
Options

Newspapers

Television

Radio

A great deal of
trust

32

33

30

Quite a lot of
trust

38

38

34

Not very much
trust

11

10

8

Not at all

4

4

5

Unsure

11

10

16

Source: State of Democracy in South Asia: Report II
Note: The rest of the respondents gave no response

Platforms and tools available to media for monitoring democracy
Whether we trust or do not trust the media, its role in influencing public opinion should not be underestimated. It is surprising that even
those who may not trust the media to a great extent would still use
the media in getting information. The role of media is big in mobilizing public opinion and very often political opinion has increased
enormously in India.
The 2004 national elections was often referred as the first television
election210 as TV coverage of the government campaign was very
wide. But 10 years after that, the 2014 national elections was far more
widely televised and started getting space even in social media platforms. The 2014 national elections in India was the first of its kind
when political parties started using social media for their campaign.
The 2019 national elections witnessed the use of social media in a
much bigger way and there is hope that the national elections sched-

210

Mass Media and Elections by Navodita Pande
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uled in 2024 would be truly the first social media election in India.
It is not certain if the degree of trust in media, including social media, would decline further or whether media would be able to regain
its trust, but generally people would still keep looking forward to the
media as a watchdog of democracy in India. Television debates may
be liked or disliked by the people in general, which has become very
noisy these days, but still, such debates serve as an important tool for
providing an overall check on the government that ultimately means
working as a watchdog of democracy. Indians are divided on opinion
polls that are commissioned by the media, but still, such opinion polls
serve as an important tool for giving a sense of some kind of check on
the government.
Apart from the traditional door-to-door surveys, smartphones provide
some of the most accessible tools for monitoring democracy as media
platforms conduct opinion polls on gauging public opinion making on
various issues. Election pre-polls, exit polls and post-polls are some
of the opinion polls that constitute the major tools used by the academic and media structures of India. Of these, the exit polls done just
after the voter exits the polling booth are expectedly the most widely
broadcast that reaches the masses more than the other surveys.
Investigative journalism is also crucial in sustaining democracy —
whether it is about corruption in the procurement of defense equipment in the Bofors expose’ by The Hindu in the 1980s or the Niira Radia tapes by OPEN magazine, which was a precursor to perhaps India’s
biggest scam, popularly called 2G scam where zonal telecommunication licenses were granted to influential people by circumventing the
law. This kind of journalism is one of the bedrocks of an active and
functioning democracy where journalists are able to carry out their
independent quests for the truth about government policies and its
policy makers fearlessly and critically.
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Covering
Campaign
Finance:
The Philippine
Experience
By Karol Ilagan and Floreen Simon,
Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism

P

resident Rodrigo Duterte is not one to keep
his lips sealed about money. As a presidential
candidate then, the former mayor would tease
audiences about the state of his finances and donors
whose money he supposedly accepted and refused.
But Duterte had been particularly coy about who exactly funded his campaign. When ABS-CBN News
Channel anchor Karen Davila pressed him to name
his biggest donor during a public debate, Duterte playfully referred to Emilio Aguinaldo.
Campaign spokesperson Peter Laviña was quick to
string the narrative as follows: Duterte’s biggest do-
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nors are “the smallest people who can only afford an ‘Emilio Aguinaldo’ para sa kampanya ng #TunayNaPagbabago (for the campaign for
#RealChange).” Aguinaldo is the well-known first Philippine president
whose face is on the five-peso coin.
It was a clever spin, one that aligns so well with the strategy to set
Duterte apart from his wealthy and well-connected opponents. It was
also a campaign spin left unchallenged.
Duterte would win the May 2016 elections, but there were no ‘Emilio
Aguinaldos’ or five-peso donations in his campaign-finance reports. It
was the opposite.
Much like his running mates and the presidents before him, only a
handful of rich people bankrolled Duterte’s campaign. A Philippine
Center for Investigative Journalism (PCIJ) report revealed that the
millions Duterte raised for his campaign came mainly from a few
businessmen with vested interests in mining and government contracts. Some of these contributors or their family members got top
government posts and major business concessions. Campaign-wise
or otherwise, Duterte was no different from the traditional politicians
he wanted people to believe he wasn’t.
Campaign finance is an important, if not the most important aspect,
of any electoral exercise. One’s capacity to run for office is largely
hinged on their access to resources. Raising and spending of money
in elections has implications beyond election day; it has links that
may predict or define how a candidate or a political party will govern. Former Election Commissioner Luie Guia, a longtime advocate of
campaign-finance reform, sees the value of campaign finance beyond
the context of elections — as an anti-corruption and good governance
activity more than it is an election activity.
Paving the way
The coverage of campaign finance and the wealth of public officials,
although far from ideal, has come a long way, from being ignored to
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Voters look up their assigned precincts in Las Piñas East National High School. There are
more than 304,000 registered voters in Las Piñas City as of 2016. Photo by Karol Ilagan.

becoming a key part of public discourse. While news coverage has included money matters such as vote-buying or who’s who on the rich
list, the last decade has seen a gradual shift in the media’s focus on
the influence of money in politics and vice-versa.
The shift, albeit gradual, may be traced back to collective efforts done
by election watchdogs, freedom of information advocates and media groups to bring campaign finance high on the election agenda.
In 2007, a network of civil society organizations formed the Pera at
Pulitika (PAP) (Money and Politics) Consortium to conduct activities
to review how and why candidates spend huge sums of money to get
elected. These included the counting of campaign posters in several
case-study areas, estimating how much each poster would cost, and
projecting how much candidates spent. With support from the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), the network was
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able to follow the money during
the 2010 elections. The group
held public events during the
campaign, highlighting the huge
advertising spending by candidates at the time and tackling
various election issues.
For instance, the millions spent
by Manuel ‘Manny’ Villar Jr. on
his “Dagat ng basura” (Sea of
trash) advertisements caught a
lot of attention as it aired many
times during the 2010 presidential campaign. At P250,000
(USD5,100) to P300,000 (USD6,100)
per 30 seconds then, the TV commercial, which aired two to three
times in the evenings, was one
indicator of how much Villar
wanted to become president.
In the aftermath of the 2016 national and local elections, PCIJ
reported on the campaign spendScreenshots of the TV campaign ad
ing and wealth of presidential
“Dagat ng basura” (Sea of trash) of 2010
and senatorial candidates which
presidential candidate Manny Villar Jr.
pointed out that at least 32 candidates spent a total of P346 million from their own resources. Of the 32,
the report focused on senatorial candidates Jericho Carlos Petilla and
Francis Tolentino — Petilla for having used 71% of his total net worth
reported prior to the elections, and Tolentino for spending 60% way
above his net worth also reported prior to the elections.
For sure, the bigger question is why invest so much for a post that will
not pay as much. In 2019, President Duterte signed Executive Order
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No. 76 authorizing the implementation of the fourth tranche of compensation adjustment as defined in an order executed by the previous
administration. With this, a senator of the Philippines, with a salary
grade of 31 according to the Department of Budget and Management,
should be receiving a monthly pay of P295,191 at the highest step. For
a six year term, this only means around P21.3 million.
Of the 23 senatorial candidates covered by the PCIJ report, at least
six have reported spending more than P10 million from their personal
funds namely: Neri Colmenares (P10.4 M); Vicente Sotto III (P12.5 M);
Ralph Recto (P20.2 M); Emmanuel Pacquiao (P66.4 M); Tolentino (P67.2
M); and Petilla (P86.7 M).
The use of money to win a seat in public office in the last decade was
no longer just a topic of discussion among political scientists, columnists or pundits but even among ordinary people.
In the PAP Consortium, PCIJ worked with other members such as the
Association of Schools of Public Administration in the Philippines,
Legal Network for Truthful Elections (LENTE), and the Institute for
Political and Electoral Reform (IPER). Alongside this consortium effort are citizen-led activities done by the Change Politics Movement,
Movement for Good Governance. National Citizens’ Movement for
Free Elections (NAMFREL), Youth Vote Philippines, First Time Voters
Projects, BlogWatch Philippines, Rock Ed Philippines, Center for People Empowerment in Governance (CenPEG), the Automated Election
System Watch and Kontra Daya 2010 and the Parish Pastoral Council
for Responsible Voting.
Comelec steps up
The work done by civil society complemented by media covering these
activities helped push the demand for the Commission on Elections
(Comelec) to take on concrete steps to institutionalize campaign-finance work. Then a new commissioner, lawyer Christian Robert S.
Lim, took the cudgels of leading the Campaign Finance Unit (CFU) by
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crafting a plan and overseeing how Comelec could perform this role.
Prior to the formation of the CFU, the enforcement of campaign-finance regulations was under the Comelec Law Department.
With Lim heading the CFU, Comelec embarked on a massive training
of all its field officers for them to better understand their role in the
campaign-finance regulation work. Consultations were likewise done
with political parties on how campaign-finance rules can be implemented on ground. The CFU likewise consulted with PCIJ on how it
did its campaign-finance monitoring.
The CFU would later become the Campaign Finance Office (CFO). With
only job-order employees and a few lawyers, the CFO has its work cut
out for it. Lim would also later resign as commissioner-in-charge of
the CFO after the Commission en banc voted 4-3 in favor of the request of the Liberal Party and its candidate Manuel ‘Mar’ A. Roxas II to
extend the deadline for submitting the Statement of Election Contributions and Expenditures (SOCE).
Since Lim’s resignation, the CFO is headed by Atty. Efraim Bag-id who
coordinates CFO matters with the Comelec executive director.
To a certain extent, the CFO shares the same resource woes of many
government offices. It was nonexistent to begin with; it has no permanent positions, making the hiring and keeping of employees difficult.
The need to level the playing field and enhance transparency in the
use of money in elections has been recognized in laws dating back
to the 1970s, but serious steps to regulate campaign finance were not
taken until the last seven years.
SOCE and SALN
PCIJ, as part of the PAP Consortium, covered campaign finance by
monitoring political advertisements before, during and after the
campaign. PCIJ likewise tracked compliance with campaign-finance
reporting requirements and irregularities in donations and expenditures received by the candidates.
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Duterte’s 2016 SALN. Source: Office of the Ombudsman
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Duterte donors, 2016 elections. Source: Commission on Elections
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At the center of PCIJ’s investigation are two documents: the Statement
of Election Contributions and Expenditures (SOCE) and the Statement
of Assets, Liabilities and Net Worth (SALN).
Republic Act 7166 or the Synchronized Elections Law provides that
each candidate and political party participating in the polls must file
with the Comelec the full, true, and itemized SOCE within 30 days after election day. The law also states that they should not be allowed to
assume office until they submit this report.
When reviewing a SOCE, journalists look at totals and breakdowns of
a candidate’s and party’s expenses incurred and donations received.
The law that prompted the creation of the SOCE has become the backbone for various lines on inquiries, including but not limited to failure
to disclose the true identities of donors, overspending, failure to file
complete and correct reports, or not filing their reports within deadline.
For instance, campaign expenditure limits are also defined in RA 7166,
which states that candidates for president and vice president are allowed to spend only a maximum of P10 per registered voter. Political
parties, meanwhile, are allowed to spend a maximum of P5 per registered voter. Local candidates may spend P3 for every voter currently
registered in the constituency they filed their certificate of candidacy. A candidate running without a political party or support from any
political party meanwhile may be allowed to spend P5 for every such
voter.
Spending beyond the expenditure limit set in law and the rules and
regulations of the Comelec is considered an election offense and is
punishable under Section 264 of the Omnibus Election Code of the
Philippines. The penalties for overspenders include the loss of one’s
right to vote and a jail term of one to six years. Those who were elected into office would also lose their post.
There is also no question that out-of-pocket spending in elections is a
natural and legal recourse in fueling one’s campaign activities. In fact,
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Voters look up their assigned precincts in Las Piñas East National High School. There are
more than 304,000 registered voters in Las Piñas City as of 2016. Photo by Karol Ilagan.

campaign finance rules obligate the candidates to define how much of
the campaign was sourced from their own pockets.
But whether a candidate’s liquidity can support such spending or not,
is another thing. Whether this is within the candidate’s threshold or
not can be initially determined from their reported net worth. It is
therefore important to check campaign finance submissions against
the candidate’s own wealth declaration or the SALN.
There are three laws that govern the filing of the SALN: RA 3019 (Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act), the 1987 Constitution, and RA 6713
(Code of Conduct and Ethical Standards for Public Officials and Employees).
The requirement to file wealth disclosure records began in 1960 with
the passage of RA 3019 or the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act.
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Officials then were required to submit, apart from their assets and liabilities, amounts and sources of their income, their personal and family expenses, as well as income taxes paid. But these details weren’t
made public. They became available for public scrutiny in the 1987
Constitution for the highest officials of the country, and then in RA
6713, for lower-ranking officials as well.
Also known as the SALN Law, RA 6713 imposes three main obligations
on public officials and employees: to make a truthful declaration; to
submit such declaration; and for the custodian to publicly disclose
these records.
As in any kind of investigation, PCIJ is also mindful of the limits of
documents especially as these are self-reported, hence research and
reporting includes other sources that may also point to how money
influences elections such as use of government resources, how party
alliances work and political patronage.
Election coverage review
Although substantial improvement has happened in the last four
elections, media coverage of the money flow during elections can be
better. PCIJ’s own experience as well as interviews with reporters who
have covered several national and local elections reflect longstanding
challenges.
The Center for Media Freedom and Responsibility’s (CMFR) election
monitoring reports of the 2016 and 2010 presidential elections show
that campaign finance does not get a lot of coverage in mainstream
news. Campaign conduct in the last two presidential elections topped
the list of themes covered by the news media.
“Dominated by reports from the campaign trail, the daily feed from
the field failed to provide helpful information about the candidate,”
the CMFR observed of the 2016 election coverage. “Embedded media
clearly failed to get more facetime with the candidate, which they
could have used to get deeper into issues.”
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CMFR’s observation reflects the fact that key information on campaign finance are only made available post-elections or when the SOCEs are submitted. This leaves a big gap in terms of what reporters
can track during the campaign period or when it matters the most.
Reporters may check other sources such as networks or media monitoring agency Nielsen for advertising records, but these may be limited to give a full picture or a reliable account of a candidate’s spending.
Donations are essentially a blackhole during the campaign period unless a candidate is forthcoming about such information.
Going back to the question as to why candidates use so much of their
personal funds in order to convince people that they are worthy of the
public’s trust, it has become more imperative for the media to report
on campaign finance and wealth of public officials not only during the
election period. Red flags should be triggers for sustained and deeper monitoring of transactions entered into by public officials either
through their own business interests or their families’. In the same
manner, scrutiny must be sustained as to the engagements of those
who pooled funds for campaign kitties of candidates in public contracts.
Unfortunately, election watchdogs have observed that the interest of the media for election and election-related issues generally
wanes or even stops at the time that candidates are proclaimed.
In a training on election coverage organized by PCIJ in 2020, lawyer Rona Ann Caritos, executive director at LENTE, shared that the
media practice in election coverage was to focus on events and
processes including registration, filing of candidacies, campaign
sorties, actual voting day, counting of votes, proclamation, and
election protests.
But Caritos asserts that the media needs to look into the 2022 National
and Local Elections with fresh lens and perspectives considering the
many contexts that surround it including the pandemic as well as the
first-ever elections in the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao. She pointed out that the media needs to familiarize
itself with the electoral cycle map which divides the election period
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Voters look up their assigned precincts in Las Piñas East National High School. There are
more than 304,000 registered voters in Las Piñas City as of 2016. Photo by Karol Ilagan

into three phases - pre-voting period, voting period, and post-voting
period. More importantly, Caritos shared that the media should also
shed light on other election issues including procurement, campaign
finance, and participation of marginalized sectors especially indigenous peoples.
Eric Jude Alvia, NAMFREL secretary general, shares this sentiment
that while the media does well in calling attention to important election issues, it has failed to sustain election reporting. Based on NAMFREL’s observations, the media’s attention to election issues ends
when reports are published, which signals the time to move on to the
next story.
Even more fundamental, Alvia said the media has failed to relate
election issues to the people. “It does not relate (election) violations to
community or even personal impacts.” Alvia asserts that the question
remains, “What’s in it for me? What is its relevance to me?”
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But Alvia adds that this attitude is not only observed among the media
and such is the case too with civil society organizations. He relates
the experience of PAP consortium whose efforts could have been sustained even if the project has ended if only it was able to engage communities effectively.
In the same context, the Comelec too has to step up in involving the
citizens. Alvia says, “You cannot do it alone. When you want to do
campaign finance enforcement efforts, you have to involve the citizenry.”
Reporter experiences
Maria Elena Catajan, a reporter with SunStar Baguio who covered the
2004 and 2010 elections, said that access to information and to documents that can aid verification are primary challenges. For instance,
checking certain projects that were finished and left unfinished by an
administration is difficult to do because the local press couldn’t get
documents even at the regional level.

Philippine Star reporter Alexis Romero shares the same dilemma.
Romero covered the United Nationalist Alliance in the 2013 midterm elections and the Liberal Party in 2016 national elections. As
a reporter covering the president in the 2019 midterm elections, he
also covered sorties organized by the PDP-Laban coalition. Most of
the stories he wrote are deadline-based stories and profiles of candidates.
While Comelec reporters are knowledgeable about election laws, reporters covering the campaigns usually have a good idea of what is
happening on the ground, says Romero. He says it is not unreasonable to assume that there would be more campaign finance stories if
reporters covering Comelec and individual candidates work together to analyze the data. But this won’t be easy if access is lacking, he
notes. Another question, he says, is whether campaign teams would
be willing to provide truthful and timely information about their
spending.
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Rappler reporter Michael Bueza, who has covered the 2013, 2016 and
2019 elections, has seen Comelec’s efforts to become more transparent and accessible to reporters and to the public. It remains to be seen
whether this will be the same come the 2022 elections, with a fresh
batch of commissioners, he notes.
One persisting pain point for Bueza is the pre-campaign strategy of
many candidates. According to the Supreme Court, TV, radio, and
print ads are generally not considered “premature campaigning,”
hence tracking the expenses for these ads is difficult.
Bueza also counts the glitches, errors, and logistical roadblocks in the
automated election system that emerge every election season as another set of challenges. “There is a need to explain to the public what
these are, and whether these would adversely affect election results.
The challenge is in converting these technical terms into digestible
bits that readers can understand,” he says.
To be sure, the CFO has regularly shared, upon request, campaign finance documents of national candidates. Bueza says this has greatly
aided their reporting, especially on identifying significant contributors of winning candidates. The challenge, however, is in the reporting of campaign expenditures of local candidates. Save for a few instances when candidates do overspend, there is minimal focus and
exposure on reportage on how much local candidates have spent and
received during the polls.
The CFO likewise releases scanned PDF copies of SOCEs; the processing and extracting the data from these files are time-consuming.
Beat reporters, local reporters as well as data or investigative reporters have different reporting needs, which are largely defined by their
newsroom’s editorial agenda and how much time they have to complete a report. But the crux of the problem goes beyond individual
reporters as the challenges they face are also rooted on the same
issues faced by newsrooms in reporting other issues. Parallel to this
experience, too, is the story of Comelec, which has been grappling
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with campaign-finance reforms amid outdated laws and meager resources.
The most challenging part, Romero says, is coming up with enterprise stories or those that go beyond the usual campaign rhetoric and
self-promotion. “Reporters are often inundated with talking points
and campaign teams make sure that journalists have more than
enough material to write about so they won’t have time and energy to
dig deeper,” he says.
There’s a pressure to come up with stories about information that are
circulating in the social media even if they are not necessarily newsworthy. Sometimes, the domino effect, wherein a news outlet will do
a story about something just because a rival reported about it – leads
to waste of resources, time, and energy.
Romero suggests that a team devoted solely to in-depth reports
will be spared from the tyranny of real-time. They do not need to
worry about deadline-based stories and they will have time for data
crunching. Newsrooms will also benefit because it will allow them
to offer something different to their audiences, not just the usual he
said, she said reports.
Catajan says that time, geography and financial constraints are
among the issues encountered by the local journalists. She says
newsrooms should form teams to focus on in-depth election stories
like campaign finance. Beyond these, reporters need to understand
better how to spot red flags in campaign finance reports.
Bueza also says that newsrooms can help their staff understand campaign finance better by holding briefings with veteran election reporters and resource persons from election watchdogs. “This way, there
is information sharing and healthy discussions on campaign finance
monitoring. Stronger tie-ups with election watchdogs can also be of
great help,” he says.
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Value of SALN in campaign finance
As many election and governance advocates would say, campaign
finance is the first step by which the people can tell whether a candidate, once elected into office, would do well in a public post and in
handling public funds. A cross-checking of campaign finance submissions with wealth declarations should be able to provide better
contexts towards this end.
But reporting on these connected documents is not as easy as it may
seem. For one, both are self-reporting mechanisms and, as such, allows the candidates and elected officials to report only those that they
want to report - for whatever reason. Although this may not generally
be the case, such practice has been proven time and again, what with
the case of former President Joseph Estrada, in discrepancies in his
wealth declarations back in 2000, and in the case of Emilio Ramon
“ER” Ejercito, in discrepancies in his campaign finance submissions
in 2013.
Further, the shrinking trend in accessing SALN of public officials had
proven to pose hindrances in reporting on the wealth of public officials. The latest of these restrictions is an Ombudsman Memorandum
Circular that prevents access to SALNs under its safekeeping unless
requested by the filer themselves, authorized by the filer, or if summoned by the Ombudsman’s Field Investigation Office, Bureau or Unit
for purposes of a fact-finding investigation. The Office of the Ombudsman is the repository of SALNs of a significant number of high ranking public officials including those elected to a national office, such as
the president and vice president, and in the local government units
including governors, vice governors, mayors, and vice mayors.
To be fair, while the Office of the Ombudsman may have the strictest
and strangest policy in providing access to wealth documents, it is
not the only SALN repository that restricts access of the public to a
document that is legislated to be public. The House of Representatives, the Lower House of Philippine Congress, have long rejected requests for SALN coursed through the House Secretary General - the
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official repository of wealth documents of district and party list representatives. But the House Secretary General would at least provide
a summary of the wealth declarations of the members of the Lower
House. Requesters seeking details of these declaration may request
directly from the filer. In 2018, the Senate followed suit, providing only
summaries of wealth declarations of senators veering away from
their long practice of making copies of the senators’ SALNs accessible
to the public.
Although not concerning elected officials, even the judiciary would
not allow a peek into the SALNs of the justices of the Supreme Court.
Just last year, the Supreme Court denied requests for access to the
SALN of Associate Justice Marvic M.V.F. Leonen filed by the Office of
the Solicitor General. While that may seem as a likely move to hinder attempts to file quo warranto petitions against justices, it also sets
precedents in preventing access of the public to wealth documents
of justices in general. And unfortunately, such has been the experience of PCIJ in its many attempts to secure copies of the wealth documents of the magistrates.
But access to wealth documents is just one side of the equation — the
other side being access to campaign finance documents. Relative to
other government agencies, the Comelec is more open when it comes
to the public’s access to election documents. Since 2019 however,
moves to systematize the public’s access to campaign finance submissions have resulted in several difficulties including the charging
of fees for every document that you would like to get your hands on.
Just recently, PCIJ requested for copies of the political advertisement
contracts submission of media outfits. An incomplete set of documents, only because the rest have yet to be prepared, already amounted to almost PhP8,000 or around USD167.
By 2016, the Commission would also begin redacting information in
campaign finance documents in the context of the Data Privacy Act of
2012 which posed difficulties in analyzing the documents. For example, redacting the Tax Identification Number or TIN of the campaign
donors takes away the opportunity to identify whether donors who
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may be declared with different first names — using either complete
first name or nick name - but with same surname, can be one and
the same. More oddly, the first wave of these redactions included the
amount that donors contributed to the candidates’ campaign funds.
The Commission eventually saw that there was no logic in providing
access to public documents when critical information have already
been redacted — but only after requesters asserted that this verbatim application of the Data Privacy Act denies information-users the
complete contexts of the documents. And that in turn, it is an outright
violation of the people’s right to information.
Recommendations
Improving the coverage of campaign finance and the wealth of public officials will take a village, from newsrooms re-assessing its election coverage, candidates and parties being more forthcoming with
information, to Congress and Comelec instituting campaign-finance
reforms and institutions of accountability taking part.
1. Open and timely access to information
Campaign-finance disclosures are submitted 30 days after election
day and depending on when the Comelec CFO is able to compile the
records, the documents may not be publicly available until two or
three months post-elections. In the future, it may be good to consider
the release of SOCEs during the campaign period as opposed to the
current timeline. Apart from allowing reporters a peek into the spending and donations of candidates and parties somewhat real-time, this
practice may also help prevent candidates and parties from “massaging” their reports to comply with rules.
Comelec and election watchdogs should likewise encourage candidates and parties to provide timely updates about their donors and
expenditures. Election watchdogs may coordinate with reporters
and come up with an “honor roll” for candidates who are transparent about their finances or those who provide regular updates about
their funders. Of course, candidates may use this to enhance their
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images but at least it will force them to be transparent. A candidate
who sees his rival in that “honor roll” may be compelled to disclose
his funders.
In its monitoring, CMFR notes that, “For the kind of work that requires
access to information and documents, there was little protest from
the media about the impediment to their journalistic duty and the
public’s fundamental right to information. Only a select few reported
that the SALN is among the bases for assuring the transparency that
is required of public officials.”
CMFR adds, “Media coverage which ignored the Ombudsman’s memo,
or reported this without critical context, raises questions about how
journalists can do the job of government watchdog, if they are not
interested in the SALN. It ignores the public’s increasing demand
for government accountability and the obvious contradiction of the
memo to the president’s oft-repeated claim that he is against corruption.”
Perhaps it is the pandemic or the support that this administration has
as reflected in surveys that discourages any action from the media on
these issues. But definitely, it is high time that the media community convenes and consolidates its effort to any and all threats against
campaign finance reporting, access to information, and press freedom on the whole.
Comelec could also engage with other institutions of accountability
like the Bureau of Internal Revenue, the Office of the Ombudsman, or
the Commission on Audit in developing a recording system, which
could result into a database for anti-corruption work.
Comelec may also consider forming a data collection team that will
collate and clean datasets submitted by candidates so reporters can
easily review them. Releasing data in soft or electronic copies, instead
of printed or scanned documents, should be prioritized.
Alvia adds that the Commission has to embrace open election data
principles. He notes that sharing campaign finance or election infor166
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mation could very well be a force multiplier to flag erring candidates
and parties.
2. Covering elections as a policy theme, rather than as a beat
Newsrooms and news management must see the value of campaign
finance beyond the context of elections. This could come in the form
of linking elections with other beats such as business and finance,
accountability, corruption or local reporting as well as dedicating resources to ensure independent reporting.
This also applies in countries where documents such as SOCEs and
SALNs do not exist or are not publicly available. Lack of access to
these records will pose challenges, but understanding that elections
follows a cycle and various processes beyond the campaign seasons
offers avenues for reporting.
As Caritos and Alvia pointed out, journalists need to sustain election
coverage as it has multiple forward and backward links and is hinged
upon various other issues such as procurement, business, and participation of marginalized sectors especially indigenous peoples.
Reporters can thus cover candidates and parties and even election
administrators and service providers more comprehensively, allowing audiences to better understand key issues. This may also offer
opportunities for reporters or news organizations to collaborate and
essentially cover the elections better.
3. Strengthening the Campaign Finance Office
Given Comelec’s history, the establishment of the CFO is already a
welcome development. But it is high time for the office to tackle its
internal problems head-on. It would be good to have more experts,
such as auditors, certified public accountants, and financial analysts,
in its roster.
The strict compliance of contractors and media entities in providing
receipts and advertising contracts is greatly needed as well. The SOCE
is self-reporting essentially. The CFO has to rely on third-party sourc167
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es of information to verify a candidate’s declaration. Without complete submission from these entities particularly the media, which
receive bulk of campaign funds for advertising, it would be difficult
for the CFO to conduct an airtight audit.
Internet advertising, for instance, is not clearly defined in the law,
making it difficult for Comelec to regulate it. It can be done but excuses will always be raised because the rules are not clear.
4. Revisiting elections laws
Even while campaign finance measures and practice in the Philippines is seen as a model by other countries, what may be good on
paper may not necessarily be the same when it comes to implementation. While strides have been observed in the past decade, many challenges still hound campaign finance affecting its implementation and
its ability to hold public officials accountable.
Election reform advocates like Ramon Casiple, executive director of
IPER, have pushed for the passage of a political party reform bill for
years. For Casiple, the future of campaign finance will always depend
on the future of politics in the country.
The bill introduced in Congress covers anti-turncoatism, state subsidy for parties, and the strict enforcement of campaign finance regulation. Passing such laws, as in all legal reforms, greatly depends on
lawmakers of course. The reality is that if an agency or institution
does not perform its role, it would also be difficult for the Comelec to
do its work.
The legislative branch will also need to look into conflicting laws that
have proven to be a cause for candidates to be “creative” in campaign
finance reporting or legitimately allows them to exclude legitimate
campaign spending in the equation.
RA 7166 sets the spending cap at P10.00 (USD 0.2) per voter for those
running for president and vice president, and P3.00 (USD 0.06) per vot-
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er for those vying for other posts. Candidates who are not supported by any political party may be allowed to spend P5.00 (USD 0.1) for
every voter. This small amount, many electoral reform advocates say,
is no longer realistic.
RA 7166 also sets a fixed period for campaign activities and “any election campaign or partisan political activity for and against any candidate outside of the campaign period herein provided is prohibited
and shall be considered as an election offense.” The campaign period
is prescribed to commence 90 days and 45 days before the day of the
election for national and local posts, respectively.
Unfortunately, legal interpreters including the Comelec itself, argue
that a person is not considered an official candidate without an official filing of candidacy. This argument implies that even as “unofficial
candidates” engage in “indirect campaign activities” these cannot be
considered as pre-campaigning.
Still and all, the development of campaign-finance awareness in the
Philippines has helped increase the demand for reform. This should
remain a strategy – that there should be a demand in such a way
that policymakers would have no other choice but to heed the demand.
5. Forging and sustaining collaborations between and among
elections watchdogs and news media
The Philippine experience in monitoring campaign finance took a significant shift when election watchdogs and the news media made it
high on their respective agendas. The PAP consortium for instance
was regarded as key source of campaign finance information during
the campaigns. This was made possible through the support of aid
agencies. The work of individual election watchdogs continued beyond the life of the consortium, but efforts to sustain such collaboration is worth revisiting.
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The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) was formed in November
1997 to promote and support democratization in Asia at the national and
regional levels. It has since established itself as the foremost NGO working
for democratic elections in the region.
ANFREL is an international, multi-sector, independent and non-political
alliance of like-minded organizations working together to advance a
common vision: that every State should have a government whose authority
derives from the will of the people as expressed by secret ballot in genuine
free and fair elections held at regular intervals on the basis of universal and
equal suffrage. We strongly believe in the principles enshrined in Article 25
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
ANFREL’s main efforts are focused on conducting international election
observation missions, developing capacity building programs for electoral
stakeholders such as domestic election observer groups, media, and
other civil society organizations working for democratization in their home
countries, and undertaking campaign and advocacy activities to address
electoral challenges and related issues encountered in the development of
democracy in Asia. These three areas of work support and complement
one another to further our mission of improving the quality of elections
across Asia.
Today, ANFREL counts 27 member organizations hailing from 17 different
countries.

